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Abstract
This thesis describes time-resolved terahertz spectroscopy measurements on
various semiconductor nanostructures. The aim is to study the carrier dy-
namics in these nanostructures on a picosecond timescale. In a typical ex-
periment carriers are excited with a visible or near-infrared pulse and by
measuring the transmission of a terahertz probe pulse, the photoconductiv-
ity of the excited sample can be obtained. By changing the relative arrival
time at the sample between the pump and the probe pulse, the photocon-
ductivity dynamics can be studied on a picosecond timescale.
The ﬁrst studied semiconductor nanostructures are InGaAs/GaAs quan-
tum dots. By exciting carriers into the GaAs barrier, a fast decay of the
photoconductivity after optical excitation is observed, due to trapping of
charge carriers into the quantum dots. If the carriers were excited into the
ground state of the quantum dots, a slow rise of the photoconductivity is ob-
served, due the release of carriers from the quantum dots into the conducting
barrier states.
Secondly, the carrier dynamics in InGaN/GaN quantum wells subject to
a built-in piezoelectric ﬁeld is described. An initial fast decay of the photo-
conductivity as the piezoelectric ﬁeld is screened by the dipole ﬁeld of the
excited electron-hole pairs is observed. The decay of the photoconductivity
slows down as the carriers recombine and the piezoelectric ﬁeld is restored.
Finally, the photoconductivity dynamics in black silicon is described.
Black silicon is microstructured silicon, which is in this case produced by
laser annealing of amorphous silicon ﬁlms. The amplitude and the decay
time of the photoconductivity depends strongly on the method and anneal-
ing ﬂuence used in the production process. Furthermore, it is shown that by
adding copper to the black silicon, the decay time of the photoconductivity
can be signiﬁcantly reduced. Besides time-resolved terahertz spectroscopy
measurement, optical transmission, Raman spectroscopy, scanning electron
microscope, energy dispersive X-ray, and X-ray diﬀraction spectroscopy ex-
periments on black silicon are presented.
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Resumé
Denne afhandling omhandler tids-opløste terahertz spektroskopi målinger på
forskelligartede halvleder nanostrukturer. Formålet er at studere ladninsbær-
erdynamikken i disse nanostrukturer på en picosekund tidsskala. I et typisk
eksperiment exciteres ladningsbærere med en synlig eller nær-infrarød puls
og ved at måle transmissionen af en terahertz probe puls kan fotokonduk-
tiviteten af den exciterede prøve udledes. Ved at variere ankomsttidspunktet
ved prøven for pumpe- og probepulsen relativt til hinanden, kan fotokonduk-
tivitetsdynamikken studeres på en picosekund tidsskala.
De først undersøgte halvleder nanostrukturer er InGaAs/GaAs kvan-
tepunkter. Ved at excitere ladningsbærere i GaAs barriere-laget observeres,
på grund af indfangning af ladningsbærere i kvantepunkterne, et hurtigt
henfald af fotokonduktiviteten efter optisk excitation. Når ladninsbærere ex-
citeres til grundtilstanden for kvantepunkterne observeres en langsom forøgelse
af fotokonduktiviteten på grund af frigivelse af ladningsbærere fra kvan-
tepunkterne til de ledende elektrontilstande i barriere-laget.
Herefter beskrives fotokonduktivitetsdynamikken i InGaN/GaN kvan-
tebrønde med et indbygget piezoelektrisk felt. Et hurtigt henfald af fo-
tokonduktiviteten observeres til at starte med, da det piezoelektriske felt
afskærmes af dipol-feltet fra de genererede elektron-hul-par. Henfaldsraten
for fotokonduktiviteten falder derefter i takt med at ladningsbærerne rekom-
binerer og det piezoelektriske felt genoprettes.
Til sidst beskrives fotokonduktivitetsdynamikken i sort silicium. Sort
silicium er mikrostruktureret silicium, som i dette tilfælde er fremstillet ved
laser annealing af amorfe silicium ﬁlm. Amplituden og henfaldstiden for
fotokonduktiviteten afhænger kraftigt af den anvendte ﬂuence og annealing-
metode anvendt under produktionsprocessen. Endvidere vises det at hen-
faldstiden kan reduceres betydeligt ved at tilføje kobber til det sorte sili-
cium. Udover tids-opløste terahertz spektroskopi målinger præsenteres op-
tisk transmissions-, Raman spektroskopi-, skanning elektron mikroskopi-,
`energy dispersive X-ray- samt røntgen-diﬀraktions-målinger på sort sili-
cium.
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Part I
Terahertz spectroscopy

Chapter 1
Introduction
Terahertz (THz) radiation is part of the electromagnetic spectrum, laying
between infrared and microwaves (Fig. 1.1). The THz region is not well
deﬁned, but is approximately from 0.1 - 10 or several tens of THz. This
region is or was also known as the THz gap. The word "gap" comes from
the situation in the beginning of the 1980s. At that time there was technology
available to generate and detect light at every part of the electromagnetic
spectrum, from radiowaves until X-ray, except light at THz frequencies. The
question is should we still call it a gap? In the original meaning of the "THz
gap", the answer is no. Several ways to generate and detect these THz waves
have been developed. However in terms of commercialization and ﬁnding its
way into the daily life of people, THz waves have still some catching up to
do.
Within the scientiﬁc community, THz technology is a fast growing ﬁeld
and became a powerful spectroscopy tool. The THz ﬁeld started in 1984,
where Auston et al. used a photoconductive switch, a technology used to
generate microwaves [1] and extended it into the THz frequency range [2, 3].
In the late 1980s this technique was further developed [46]. Not much later
in the beginning of the 1990s an other technique was developed to reach THz
frequencies. High frequency optical pulses were used to generate THz pulses
by optical rectiﬁcation in nonlinear crystals [79].
Because of the special properties of THz waves, like e.g. its sensitivity
THz010-310 -210 -110 110 210 310 410 510-510 -410
100µm10m 1m 100mm 10mm 1mm 10µm 1µm 100nm 10nm
Radio
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Infrared Ultra-violet
X-ray
Figure 1.1: The electromagnetic spectrum. The THz region lays between
microwaves and infrared.
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to molecular vibration and free charge carriers, THz spectroscopy became a
widely used spectroscopy technique to study both the static [1013] as well
as the dynamical [1420] properties of a wide range of materials [2127].
This thesis describes experiments where THz spectroscopy is used to study
dynamical properties of semiconductor nanostructures. The availability to
fabricate high quality semiconductor nanostructures improved the eﬃciency
of many electrooptic devices like e.g light emitting diodes [2830], semi-
conductor laser [3135], solarcells [3638] and photodetectors [3943]. The
reduced dimension of these nanostructures and quantum conﬁnement of the
charge carriers change the optical and electronic properties of the material.
With THz spectroscopy the dynamic optic and electronic properties of semi-
conductor materials can be measured at a subpicosecond timescale which
helps in understanding and improving these electooptic devices [4451].
Light can be described with diﬀerent units, like e.g. wavelength, fre-
quency, and energy. In this thesis visible and infrared light are usually
described by their wavelength, while the THz radiation will be described by
its frequency. The conversion of THz into other units reads:
1 THz ≡ 300 µm ≡ 4.14 meV ≡ 33.3 cm−1 ≡ 47.6 K
This thesis consits of two parts. The ﬁrst part is about the measurement
technique THz spectroscopy. In chapter 2 the experimental setups used in
the experiments are described. Special attention is taken into the mech-
anisms of generation and detecting broadband THz pulses. For describing
the spectroscopy technique, ﬁrst time-domain THz spectroscopy is explained
(chapter 3), which can be used to measure the static properties of a mate-
rial. To illustrate this technique, the refractive index of GaAs is measured.
In the last chapter of the ﬁrst part (chapter 4), the spectroscopy technique
used for the experiments in this thesis, time-resolved THz spectroscopy is
explained. Time-resolved THz spectroscopy can be used to measure the
dynamical properties of a material. Again, GaAs is used to illustrate the
method.
The second part is the experimental part. Three diﬀerent semiconductor
nano- or microstructures are studied. In chapter 5, the trapping of electrons
into InGaAs quantum dots and the release of electrons from the quantum
dots into the GaAs barriers is described. Chapter 6, describes the photo-
conductivity decay dynamics in biased InGaN/GaN quantum wells subject
to the quantum conﬁned Stark eﬀect. The ﬁnal chapter (7) is about a ma-
terial called black silicon, where microstructures on the surface of a silicon
ﬁlm leads to an increased absorption of visible and infrared light. The main
experiment on black silicon is THz spectroscopy, where the photoconduc-
tivity dynamics is investigated. In addition, Raman spectroscopy, optical
transmission spectroscopy, electron microscopy, energy dispersive X-ray and
X-ray diﬀraction spectroscopy experiments are described.
Chapter 2
Experimental setup
Although this thesis will describe experiments on diﬀerent materials and
structures, the measurement technique time-resolved THz spectroscopy will
be the same. This chapter will describe the experimental setups that are
used for the experiments described in this thesis. In the ﬁrst section a de-
scription of the femtosecond laser used in all experiments is given, followed
by a description of the generation and detection mechanisms of THz pulses.
Various ways of generating and detecting terahertz radiation have been de-
veloped [52]. A short overview of these methods are presented. However,
only the optical methods used in our experiments, i.e. optical rectiﬁcation
and free-space electro-optic sampling will be explained in more detail. This
chapter ends with a detailed description of the entire setups. Two diﬀerent
setups will be shown, which both were used in the experiments described in
this thesis.
2.1 Laser system
Ultrafast or broadband THz spectroscopy requires the generation of short
THz pulses that span a broad frequency range. For generating and detecting
a signal of 1 THz (≡ 1 ps) the laser pulses should be sub-ps. For generating
and detecting higher frequencies, shorter pulses are needed. Therefore fem-
tosecond lasers are generally used to generate and detect short broadband
THz pulses. Although a diﬀerent method has been developed recently [53],
by using the equidistance frequency spacing between the diﬀerent modes in
a continuous wave semiconductor laser.
In our case Spectra physics' "Spitﬁre" system was used in the experi-
ments. This is a combined laser system containing four parts: The "Millenia
pro", the "Tsunami", the "Em-power" and the "Spitﬁre". The "Millennia
pro" which is a Nd:YVO4 laser pumped by diode lasers. The output wave-
length of the "Millennia pro" (532 nm) is obtained by frequency doubling
the typical 1064 nm lasing wavelength of the Nd:YVO4 crystal in a nonlin-
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Figure 2.1: Spectrum of the generated laser pulses.
ear crystal. The 532 nm beam is used to pump a Ti:sapphire crystal in the
"Tsunami". The Tsunami delivers ultrashort sub-100 fs pulses at a repeti-
tion rate of 80 MHz. The central wavelength is tunable by moving a slit
through a by prisms expanded beam inside the laser. After the expansion,
the diﬀerent wavelenght are spatially overlapped by another set of prisms. In
our case the laser central wavelength is kept at 800 nm. The output power of
the Tsunami is approximately 600 mW at optimum operation. The Tsunami
is used as a seed for the "Spitﬁre", which is a Ti:sapphire ampliﬁer. The
Ti:sapphire crystal is pumped by the "Em-power", which is Nd:YLF laser
pumped by a series of diode lasers, The laser wavelength of 1053 nm is fre-
quency doubled to the green (527 nm) to pump the Ti:sapphire crystal. In
the Spitﬁre the pulses are ampliﬁed to a pulse energy of 3.5 mJ at a 1 kHz
repetition rate. Due to the high energy the pulses are stretched before am-
pliﬁcation and afterwards compressed again, thereby avoiding any damage
to the Ti:sapphire crystal. The compression can be adjusted so that various
pulse durations can be obtained. The shortest pulses that can be generated
in this laser system is 35 fs, which corresponds to a peak power of 100 GW.
Fig. 2.1 shows the typical spectrum of the pulses from the "Spitﬁre". The
broad spectrum with a full-width-half-maximum (FWHM) of 37 nm enables
to generate broadband THz pulses. Fourier limited broad spectra translate in
the time-domain to ultrashort pulses. Fig. 2.2 shows the autocorrelation of
the laser pulses. Measuring the autocorrelation is a commonly used method
to obtain the pulse duration of ultrashort pulses [54]. For the autocorrelation,
the laser beam is split and mixed with itself in a nonlinear crystal, where
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Figure 2.2: Autocorrelation of the generated laser pulses.
the second harmonic of the original beam is generated. One of the pulses
can be delayed, thereby changing the temporal overlap between the pulses
and hence the eﬃciency of the second harmonic generation. By using a
non-collinear method, only the second harmonic that is generated when the
pulses overlap in time is measured. For getting the real pulse duration, the
FWHM of the autocorrelation should be divided by a form factor depending
on the pulse shape. For a Gaussian pulse shape this factor is 1.414 [55]. So
for a FWHM of 62.5 fs, the pulse duration of the Spitﬁre output is 44 fs.
Except directly using the 800 nm pulses from the laser, this thesis also
describes experiments were a wavelength of 400 nm (chapter 6) and 1028
nm (chapter 5) were used. The 400 nm is generated by frequency doubling
the 800 nm pulses in a Beta Barium Borate (BBO) crystal. For the gen-
eration of the 1028 nm pulses, an optical parametric ampliﬁer (OPA) was
used [56]. In an OPA part of the 800 nm beam is used to generate a white
light continuum in a sapphire crystal. Part of the spectrum of the white
light continuum is ampliﬁed by mixing it with the original 800 nm beam in
a nonlinear crystal. The wavelength of the OPA can be chosen by changing
the time delay between the 800 nm beam and the white light continuum.
This will change with which part of the spectrum of the white light contin-
uum it is mixed. The ampliﬁed signal is mixed with the original 800 nm
beam in a nonlinear crystal again for a second ampliﬁcation. As output,
either the ampliﬁed signal or the idler beam can be used. The idler beam is
generated in the second nonlinear crystal by diﬀerence frequency generation
between the signal and the 800 nm beam. Together with the option of using
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second harmonic generation, a broad wavelength range (0.4-20 µm) can be
generated. An example of a spectrum from the OPA is shown in Fig. 5.4.
2.2 Generation of terahertz radiation
To understand how terahertz light can be generated, we have to look to some
properties of light in general. Light is an electromagnetic wave that fulﬁll
the wave equation.
∇2−→E − 1
c2
∂2
−→
E
∂t2
= µ0(
∂
−→
J q
∂t
+
∂2
−→
P
∂t2
), (2.1)
where
−→
E is the electric ﬁeld, c is the speed of light, µ0 is the permeability of
free space,
−→
J q is the current from moving charges. The subscript is added
to distinguish it with the displacement current
−→
J disp = ∂
−→
P /∂t, where
−→
P is
the polarization. A derivation of this equation and its implications for the
light-matter interaction in general will be given in ch. 3. From this equation
it can be seen that there are two source terms for radiation and both can be
applied to generate terahertz radiation.
First there is the change in the current or the acceleration of charges. This
method is applied in the widely used photoconductive switches [1, 10]. Two
electrodes are placed on a semiconductor material creating an electric ﬁeld
between them. A short laser pulse excite charge carriers in the semiconductor
material that due to the present of an electric ﬁeld will be accelerated. By
using a femtosecond laser and the right material properties, these accelerated
charges will emit photons at terahertz frequencies.
At the other side is optical rectiﬁcation in a nonlinear crystal [79], where
the terahertz photons are generated by a change in the polarization of a
material. Since this method is used for all the THz experiments described
in this thesis, this method will be explained in more detail. Besides the use
of photoconductive switches and optical rectiﬁcation, many more methods
have been developed for the generation of light at terahertz frequencies:
e.g. synchrotron radiation [57], free-electron lasers [58], quantum cascade
lasers [31, 59], continuous wave terahertz generation by diﬀerence frequency
generation in a semiconductor photomixer [60], and air-plasma generation
[61, 62]. For more information about these methods, the reader is referred
to the references.
Light-matter interaction can be described classically by the polarization
generated in the material. The polarization is the dipole moment per unit
volume. The induced polarization in the material can be with good approx-
imation described with a power series to the electric ﬁeld, where is assumed
that no permanent dipoles are present.
Pi(ωi, ki) = ε0χ
(1)
ij Ej(ωj , kj) + χ
(2)
ijkε0Ej(ωj , kj)Ek(ωk, kk) +
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χ
(3)
ijklε0Ej(ωj , kj)Ek(ωk, kk)El(ωl, kl)..., (2.2)
where the ﬁrst term is the linear polarization which depends linear on the
electric ﬁeld, the second term is the quadratic polarization, depending quadratic
on the electric ﬁeld, etc. ε0 is the electric permittivity of free space, χ(n) is
the susceptibility tensor of rank n+1, ω is the angular frequency and k is the
wavevector. For any nonlinear eﬀect, any of the higher order susceptibility
tensors n ≥ 2 should be nonzero. Optical rectiﬁcation is a χ(2) process, so
for the generation of THz radiation a nonlinear crystal with a high χ(2) value
should be used.
For a traveling electromagnetic wave the electric ﬁeld component can be
described by
−→
E (ω, k) = A(t) exp[−i(ωt− kz)] + c.c., (2.3)
where A(t) is the amplitude and c.c. = A(t)∗ exp[i(ωt − kz)] stands for
complex conjugate. Note that for a continuous wave A is a constant, but for
a short pulse it is time dependent. Now consider two electromagnetic waves−→
E 1 and
−→
E 2 with angular frequencies ω1 and ω2, wavevectors k1 and k2 and
amplitudes A1 and A2 respectively. If they interact in a nonlinear crystal
with a nonzero χ(2) component, according to Eq. 2.2, the induced quadratic
polarization in the material reeds
−→
P
(2)
(ω, k) = χ(2)ijkε0
−→
E 1(ω1, k1)
−→
E 2(ω2, k2)
= χ(2)ijkε0(A1(t) exp[−i(ω1t− k1z)] + c.c.) ·
(A2(t) exp[i(ω2t− k2z)] + c.c.)
= χ(2)ijkε0(A1(t)A
∗
2(t) exp[−ı((ω1 − ω2)t− (k1 − k2)z)] +
= c.c.) + (A1(t)A2(t) exp[−i((ω1 + ω2)t− (k1 + k2)z)] +
c.c.). (2.4)
As can be seen from Eq. 2.4, the frequency and wavevector of the induced
quadratic polarization have two components, i.e. the sum of and the diﬀer-
ence between the two original frequencies and wavevectors. This describes
the process of sum and diﬀerence frequency generation.
Now consider there is only one electromagnetic wave, which means that
ω = ω1 = ω2, k = k1 = k2 and A = A1 = A2. Eq. 2.4 then becomes
−→
P
(2)
(ω, k) = (χ(2)ijkε0A(t)
2 exp[−i(2ωt−2kt)]+c.c)+2χ(2)ijkε0A(t)A∗(t). (2.5)
The ﬁrst term has double the original frequency. This describes the pro-
cess of second harmonic generation. From this equation follows also that
the intensity of the generated second harmonic will depend quadratic on the
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original intensity. The second term describes the process of optical rectiﬁ-
cation. For a continuous wave this term is constant, so a static polarization
in the material is generated. However, for a short pulse the amplitude A is
time dependent and hence the polarization will be time dependent. For a
short laser pulse with a Gaussian pulse shape, the amplitude or the envelope
of the wavepacket is described by
A(t) = E0 exp[−(t− t0)
2
2b2
], (2.6)
whereE0 is the amplitude or maximum electric ﬁeld strength of the wavepacket,
t0 is the time of the center of the pulse and b is the pulse duration. Fig. 2.3(a)
shows a pulse for t0 = 0, E0 = 1 and b = 100 fs. For a better visibility a
longer wavelength than the actual 800 nm is used in this ﬁgure. If we put
Eq. 2.6 into Eq. 2.5, the optical rectiﬁcation term in P (2) reads
P (2)(t) = 2χ(2)ijkε0E
2
0 exp[−
(t− t0)2
b2
]. (2.7)
Fig. 2.3(b) shows the optical rectiﬁcation term of the polarization induced
by the pulse shown in Fig. 2.3(a), where all pre-constants are set to one.
As explained before (Eq. 2.1) a time varying polarization leads to the gen-
eration of an electromagnetic wave, where the pulse shape is proportional
to the second order time-derivative of the induced polarization. The sec-
ond order time-derivative of the polarization (Fig. 2.3(b)) is shown in Fig.
2.3(c). The spectrum of this pulse is shown in Fig. 2.3(d). As shown from
the spectrum of this pulse, the optical rectiﬁcation of a femtosecond pulse in
a nonlinear crystal leads to radiation at terahertz frequencies. These simple
calculations show that a 100 fs long pulse can generate light up to ∼ 50 THz
(Fig. 2.3(d)). Although in most cases the crystal properties will prevent
the generation of these high frequencies. Very large bandwidths have been
generated by diﬀerent frequency mixing in a thin GaSe crystal [63]. Using a
longer pulse duration will shift the spectrum to lower frequencies. However,
this can increase the eﬃciency if a better overlap between the maximum
bandwidth that can be generated for a given pulse duration and the max-
imum bandwidth that can be generated based on the crystal properties is
created.
The energy of the generated THz photons comes from a small red-shift
of the original pulse. Every time a THz photon with energy ~ω is generated
a pump photon shift its energy to a ~ω lower value. Every pump photon can
generate multiple photons by a cascaded process [64].
How eﬃcient THz light can be generated depends on two important pa-
rameters. First, the second order nonlinear susceptibility χ(2). A higher
χ(2) leads to a stronger induced polarization and hence a higher THz electric
ﬁeld strength. The second is phase-matching between the optical and the
generated THz beam. Some nonlinear crystals with a high χ(2) coeﬃcient
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Figure 2.3: (a) Gaussian pulse with a pulse duration b of 100 fs (black
line), envelope wavefunction of the gaussian pulse (red line). (b) Envelope
wavefunction squared (black line) which is the optical rectiﬁcation term of
the induced polarization, envelope wavefunction (red line). (c) Second or-
der time-derivative of the polarization shown in (b). It shows the shape of
a generated THz pulse. (d) Fourier transform of the pulse shown in (c).
Frequencies in the THz regime are generated.
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like BBO are very eﬃcient in second harmonic generation but very poor THz
emitters, because there is a large phase mismatch between the optical beam
and the optical rectiﬁed signal. Besides there are several optical phonon
modes in the THz frequency regime [65]. Phase matching means that the
wavevectors of the optical beam and the terahertz beam k = ω/c · n(ω) are
such that conservation of impulse is fulﬁlled. Since conservation of impulse
is always required, a mismatch leads to generation of terahertz light at diﬀer-
ent phases that can destructively interfere and hence limited the generation
eﬃciency. Other nonlinear crystals like ZnTe are eﬃcient in generating THz
radiation, where there is good collinear phase matching for optical rectiﬁ-
cation at a certain wavelength. ZnTe is widely used for generation because
of good phasematching conditions between THz frequecies and the 800 nm
output of a Ti:sapphire laser. For other materials that oﬀer good electro-
optic properties like LiNbO3, no collinear phase mathching can be achieved.
However by periodically pole the crystal [66, 67] or using a tilted pulse front
[68, 69], THz pulses can be generated. The amplitude and spectrum that is
generated depends not only on phase matching, but also on which crystal
is used. The THz bandwidth for ZnTe crystals is always limited to a maxi-
mum of about 5 THz because of the optical phonon frequency for ZnTe at
5.31 THz. THz photons generated at that frequency will immediately be
absorbed again, creating phonons.
For the experiments in this thesis two diﬀerent crystals were used for the
generation of THz light: ZnTe and N-benzyl-2-methyl-4-nitroaniline (BNA)
[70, 71]. In the experiments relatively thick crystals were used (1-2 mm),
which has two consequences. The generated THz power is relatively large,
due to a longer interaction length between the light and the material. A
disadvantage of using thick crystals is that the bandwidth is limited. The
bandwidth for the THz pulses used in the experiments in this thesis is in
most cases limited from 0.3 THz up to 2-2.5 THz. For higher frequencies the
phase mismatch is larger and this results together with the long interaction
length that the optical 800 nm and the generated THz beam run out of phase
in the crystal.
Only for the experiments described in chapter 6, ZnTe is used as genera-
tion crystal for THz radiation. In the other experiments BNA is used. BNA
is more eﬃcient in the generation of THz radiation than ZnTe [70, 71]. The
disadvantage of BNA as for all organic crystals is that the damage threshold
in lower than for semiconductor materials like ZnTe. In practise, pulses of
maximum 150 µJ were used for the generation of THz light in BNA. Al-
though lower energy was used than for the generation in ZnTe, still higher
THz power could be generated. The bandwidth that can be generated with
BNA, up to 4 THz [71], is also larger than for ZnTe. However the bandwidth
of the experiments described here was more limited by the detection crystal
(section 2.3), which was ZnTe in all experiments.
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2.3 Detection of terahertz radiation
The energy of a THz photon is much too low to measure the light intensity
with a conventual photodetector. Although a similar method can still be ap-
plied. THz light is absorbed in a material, which in this case does not create
carriers like in a photodetector but produce heat. The rise in temperature
can be measured and related to the intensity of the THz beam. Examples
of such detectors are Bolometers [72], which are semiconductor diodes where
the change in temperature changes the resistivity and Golay Cells [73], where
an increase of the temperature causes expansion. Other detection methods
include Schottky diode mixers [74] and pyroelectric detectors [75]. One very
common used technique in THz time-domain spectrometers is using photo-
conductive antennas [10, 76, 77]. Where for the generation of THz radiation
a bias is applied between the electrodes, for detection the bias is supplied
by the THz electric ﬁeld. Carriers are again generated by an ultrafast laser
pulse. If no THz light is present, there is no bias and no current will be
measured. If a THz pulse is present, the carriers will be accelerated and a
current is measured. The measured current is linearly proportional to the
electric ﬁeld strength of the THz pulse and to the conductivity of the ma-
terial J(ω) = σ(ω)E(ω). Important properties for the material of the THz
detector is a high mobility, which will give larger signals and a short carrier
lifetime, which results in a larger detection bandwidth.
The other commonly used method is free-space electro-optic sampling
[7881]. This method will be described in more detail, because this method
is used in the experiments. When a voltage is applied on a electrooptic crys-
tal, the refractive index of the material will change. This is also reﬀered
as the linear electrooptic eﬀect or Pockels eﬀect. In freespace electrooptic
sampling the voltage is supplied by the THz electric ﬁeld. Because the THz
pulse has a certain polarization, the refractive index changes only in one di-
rection, inducing an extra birefringence in the material. Electrooptic crystal
are already birefringence without applied electric ﬁeld. This extra induced
birefringence can be measured by observing a change in the polarization of
a near-infrared probe. An initially linearly polarized light pulse traveling in
a birefringence crystal will observe diﬀerent refractive indices for the ordi-
nary and extraordinary axes. This results in a phase shift between the two
polarizations. This phase shift is given by
∆φ = ∆n
ω
c
L, (2.8)
where ∆n is the diﬀerence in refractive index between the ordinary and
extraordinary axes and L is the length of the crystal. Note that Eq. 2.8
is only valid if the linearly polarized probe observes the same diﬀerence in
refractive index between the ordinary and extraordinary axes throughout the
whole crystal. Since the change in refractive index is supplied by the THz
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Figure 2.4: Orientation of the axes of the original (x,y,z) and deformed
refractive index ellipsoid in a <110> oriented ZnTe crystal. The THz electric
ﬁeld ETHz is applied along the z axis. Eprobe shows the polarization of the
near-infrared probe.
pulse traveling through the crystal, phasematching between the THz pulse
and the near-infrared probe pulse is required. The change in refractive index
induced by the THz electric ﬁeld is approximately linearly proportionally
to the electric ﬁeld strength. Only for very large electric ﬁeld strengths it
starts to diﬀer from linearly dependence. The THz pulses generated in our
experiments are well below that regime. In all the experiments described
here, ZnTe is used as a detection crystal, because of the large electrooptic
coeﬃcient of 4 pm/V and good phasematching between the THz frequencies
up to 2.5 THz and the 800 nm laser beam used to probe the electrooptic
eﬀect.
The eﬃciency of electrooptic sampling depends on the angle between the
polarization of the THz beam and the near-infrared probe. For calculating
the eﬀect of the electric ﬁeld applied on the polarization of a near-infrared
probe traveling through the the nonlinear crystal, the refractive index el-
lipsoid is used as in Ref. [82]. The refractive index ellipsoid describes the
refractive index in a crystal, experienced by a laser beam with a certain po-
larization traveling in a certain direction through the crystal. We describe
here the situation for a <110> oriented ZnTe crystal. This means that the
THz bean and the near-infrared probe travel in the (110) direction of the
crystal. The z-axis of the coordinate system is along the (100) axis of the
crystal, see Fig. 2.4. When no electric ﬁeld is applied the refractive index
ellipsoid in given by
(
1
n2x
)x2 + (
1
n2y
)y2 + (
1
n2z
)z2 = 1, (2.9)
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where x, y, and z are the principal dielectric axes and ni, is the refractive
index in the direction i. When an electric ﬁeld is applied, this refractive
index ellipsoid will be deformed. It will introduce the cross terms (1/n2)4yz,
(1/n2)5xz and (1/n2)6xy. The ﬁrst three terms (1/n2)1,2,3 are deﬁned as
(1/n2)x,y,z respectively.
When a small electric ﬁeld is applied, which is the case for the exper-
iments described in this thesis, the refractive index in the crystal changes
linearly by
∆(
1
n2
)i =
3∑
j=1
rijEj , (2.10)
where rij is the electrooptic tensor which contains 18 terms, Ej is the elec-
tric ﬁeld component in the j direction. The electrooptic tensor depends on
internal symmetry of the crystal and for cubic crystals like ZnTe only three
components of the electroopic tensor are nonzero: r41 = r52 = r63 = 4
pm/V. Because all three nonzero terms are equal, r41 is usually deﬁned as
the electrooptic coeﬃcient. If we apply Eq. 2.10 and take for simplicity
nx = ny = nz = n0 then the refractive index ellipsoid with applied electric
ﬁeld is given by
(
1
n20
)x2 + (
1
n20
)y2 + (
1
n20
)z2 + 2Exr41yz + 2Eyr41xz + 2Ezr41xy = 1 (2.11)
To calculate the change in the polarization of a probe beam traveling
through the crystal, the new refractive index ellipsoid (Eq. 2.11) should be
projected on the refractive index ellipsoid without an applied electric ﬁeld
(Eq. 2.9) so that the mixed terms are removed and instead the original
refractive index components nx,y,z will depend on the applied electric ﬁeld
ETHz, the original refractive index n0 and the electooptic coeﬃcient r41. The
ﬁrst transformation that is needed is a rotation of 45◦ around the z axes, so
that the new x′ axis is aligned in the (110) direction (Fig. 2.4). The new
refractive index ellipsoid reads
x′2(
1
n20
+ Ezr41) + y′2(
1
n20
− Ezr41) + z
′2
n20
+ 2
√
2Exr41y′z′ = 1. (2.12)
When the THz beam propagating in the x′ direction and is polarized along
the z′ direction so Ez = ETHz (Fig. 2.4), the last term on the left hand
side of Eq. 2.12 is zero and no second transformation is needed and the new
refractive indices reads
n′x = n0,
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n′y = n0 +
n30
2
ETHzr41,
n′z = n0 −
n30
2
ETHzr41. (2.13)
Eq. 2.13 shows that that due to the THz pulse, the refractive indices in the
y′ and z′ direction are diﬀerent, which means that the near-infrared probe
traveling in the x′ direction will experience birefringence and will get eclip-
tically polarized. In this particular situation, the largest phase retardation
and hence the largest signal is obtained when the probe beam is polarized
at 45◦ from the z′ axis and thus also at 45◦ from the THz polarization.
However, the strongest signals are obtained at an angle of 0◦ or 90◦ [82]. In
the above situation these angles between the THz and near-infrared probe
polarization would not result in any signal. To obtain the largest signal the
orientation of the crystal should be changed. So the THz electric ﬁeld is no
longer in the (001) direction of the ZnTe crystal.
After the detection crystal, a quarter waveplate is placed to change the
polarization of the infrared probe into circular, see Figs. 2.5, 2.6. A wol-
laston prism or a polarizer beam splitter splits the beam depending on the
polarization. If the light is circular polarized, the intensity after the wollas-
ton prism is equally divided between the two beams. The intensity diﬀerence
between the two beams is measured by balanced photodiodes. If a THz pulse
is present in the crystal, the induced phase diﬀerence between the ordinary
and extraordinary axes results in slightly elliptical polarized light after the
quarter waveplate. Elliptically polarized light will be split unequally by the
wollaston prism and hence a diﬀerence in intensity between the two beams is
measured by the balanced photodetectors. The measured voltage diﬀerence
between the photodiodes is linearly proportional to the electric ﬁeld strength,
providing that the electric ﬁeld strength is in the linear electrooptic regime.
The electric ﬁeld strength of the THz pulse can be calculated according to
ETHz =
2∆V
Vmax
c
ωn30r41d
, (2.14)
where ∆V is the voltage diﬀerence, Vmax is the absolute voltage of each of
the photodiode, which is proportional to the current generated by the probe
beam, d the thickness of the electrooptic crystal.
2.4 Experimental setups
The laser output is ﬁrst equally split, where half the intensity is used as input
for the OPA. The other half is sent to the THz setup. If more power is needed
this step can be skipped enabling to use all the power for the THz setup.
Before entering the setup, at two positions a small portion of the light is split
oﬀ with beam samplers to quadruple detectors for alignment purposes. By
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aligning the beam onto the centers of the detectors, changes in the direction
of the laser beam on day to day bases can easily be compensated. At the
setup the beam is two times split to obtain three beams. First to split oﬀ the
pump, used to excite carriers in the studied sample. The beam splitter that
is used splits the beam unequally into approximately 70%/30%, where 70% is
used as pump to excite carriers in the sample. A larger intensity in the pump
is needed in case this beam has to be frequency doubled in a nonlinear crystal,
see chapter 6. The other part, which is used for generating and detecting
the THz beam is sent through an optical delayline. A retroreﬂector is used
to reﬂect the beam without changing the alignment when the position is
changed. By changing the position of the delayline the path length of the
beams that are used for both generation and detection is changed equally. In
this way it is possible to change the relative time between exciting carriers in
the sample and the THz pulse traveling through the sample. The delayline
can make steps of 1 µm, which means a change in pathlength of 2 µm, which
correspond to 6.7 fs. Because the time resolution of the setup will mainly be
determined by the pulse duration of the laser pulses, making longer steps is
more eﬃcient.
A small portion of this beam is split oﬀ with a beam sampler for probing
the changes in refractive index of the detection crystal, induced by the THz
electric ﬁeld. The main part is used for generating the THz beam. This beam
is again sent through an optical delay line with a retroreﬂector. By changing
the optical path length of the generation beam relative to the detection
beam, the moment when the THz pulse travels through the detection crystal
relative to the detection beam can be changed. Hereby changing which
part of the THz pulse is measured. All the three beams have a half-wave
plate and polarizer combination for changing the intensity without changing
the polarization of the beam. The detection of terahertz radiation depends
strongly on the angle between the polarization of the THz beam and that of
the near-infrared probe [82]. In these experiments the same polarization for
the THz beam and the near-infrared probe is used.
Two diﬀerent conﬁgurations of the actual THz spectrometer were used.
The ﬁrst one is shown in Fig. 2.5. This setup is used in the experiments
described in chapters 5 and 6. In the generation beam path two lenses are
used to decrease the spot size by a factor of 2. This is needed to get the spot
size smaller than the crystal. A combination of a positive and a negative lens
is used to avoid focussing of the beam. The high intensity of the laser beam
can lead to nonlinear eﬀects in air if the beam is focussed too tide. After the
generation crystal, oﬀ-axis paraboloidal mirrors are used to change the beam
size of the THz beam. The ﬁrst mirror expands the THz beam enabling to
focus tighter. The second mirror collimates the beam and the third mirror
focusses the THz beam onto the sample. A forth and ﬁfth mirror are used
to collimate and focus again onto the detection crystal. The near-infrared
probe used to detect the THz light is ﬁrst reduced in size by two lenses and
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Figure 2.5: Schematic of the experimental setup used for the experiments
described in chapters 5 and 6. The blue line is the pump beam, the green
line is the THz generation beam and the red line is the THz detection beam.
Black lines show the travel path of the THz beam, with foci at the sample and
at the detection crystal. NPBS: non-polarizer beam splitter, PBS: polarizer
beam splitter, HWP: half-wave plate, QWP: quarter-wave plate, D1 and D2:
photodetectors.
ﬁnally focussed on the detection crystal. A small hole is drilled into the ﬁfth
paraboloidal mirror to let the near-infrared probe through. The changes in
polarization of the transmitted near-infrared probe are then measured. The
pump beam is sent to the sample through a hole in the third paraboloidal
mirror. One lens is used to focus the beam, enabling it to travel through
the small hole. After the focus the beam expands so that a larger spot
size is obtained at the sample position. However, due to the short distance
between the mirror and the sample position a maximum beam size of ∼ 2-3
times the THz beam size can be obtained, which means that a pinhole at
the sample position is required to ensure uniform carrier excitation over the
THz spot size. In this conﬁguration the THz beam is focussed very tide
on the sample position. The relative large wavelength of THz beam causes
that the focus is still several hundreds of µm, depending on the wavelength.
After the generation crystal and after the sample a thin black poly-ethylene
foil is used to block the optical beams. Poly-ethylene is transparent at THz
frequencies.
The second setup is shown in Fig. 2.6. The generation spot size is again
reduced by a factor of two because of the limited size of the generation crys-
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Figure 2.6: Schematic of the experimental setup used for the experiments
described in chapter 7. The blue line is the pump beam, the green line is
the THz generation beam and the red line is the THz detection beam. Black
lines show the travel path of the THz beam. QWP: quarter-wave plate, Wol.:
wollaston prism, ITO: indium-tin oxide coated quartz, PD: photodetectors.
tal. After the generation crystal an ellipsoidal mirror focusses the THz beam.
The second mirror is a plane mirror made of indium-tin oxide coated quartz
(ITO). ITO is a good reﬂector for THz light and is relatively transparent for
visible and near-infrared light. In our case the transmissivity for the 800 nm
pump was 61 %. A second ellipsoidal mirror and a plane silver mirror are
used to focus onto the detection crystal. The beneﬁt of this conﬁguration
is that the pump is sent through the ITO mirror instead of through a hole,
which enables to obtain a larger pump spot size at the sample. For obtain-
ing the larger spot size, a combination of a positive and a negative lens is
used. By changing the position of the lenses so that the focal points of the
lenses do not overlap, the beam will not be collimated but can be used to
expand the beam. The reason for using two lenses where the spot size ﬁrst
gets smaller is that it enables to generate the second harmonic of the 800 nm
beam more eﬃciently. The process of second harmonic generation depends
quadratically on the intensity and is therefore more eﬃcient if the spot size
is reduced. The beam size of the detecting beam is reduced by a factor of
20/3 and collimated. In this conﬁguration the back reﬂection from the rear
side of the detection crystal is used as a probe [83]. The reﬂection from
the front size of the crystal is blocked. This back-reﬂection conﬁguration
requires that a relative thick detection crystal is used to separate the front
and rear reﬂection. This oﬀ-course limits the detected bandwidth.
The spot size of the pump is measured by sliding a knife-edge through the
beam and measuring the power. A result of this measurement can be seen in
Fig. 2.7(a). The actual beam proﬁle is the derivative of this measurements
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Figure 2.7: (a) Measured power of the laser beam while a knife edge is slight
through the beam at the sample position. (b) Derivative of the data shown
in (a) (dots), gaussian ﬁt (red line, showing a beam waist of 2.6 mm.
which is shown in Fig. 2.7(b). From the ﬁt with a gaussian pulse shape (red
line) a beam waist of 2.6 mm is obtained. From the waist of the beam and
the measured power the ﬂuence could be calculated according to
F =
2Epp
piw2
, (2.15)
where Epp is the energy per pulse and w is the waist of the beam. The
ﬂuence, which is the intensity per pulse is an important parameter that can
be changed to study the eﬀect of the carrier concentration on the carrier
dynamics in semiconductor materials.
To minimize the eﬀect of ﬂuctuations in the laser beam and environment,
a lock-in ampliﬁer is used. An optical chopper is placed in the setup to
change the repetition rates of one or two of the beams. To measure a THz
pulse, the chopper is placed in the generation beam. The chopper blade is
designed that 1 out of 2 pulses is blocked, thereby changing the repetition
rate to 500 Hz. If the lock-in ampliﬁer is set to 1 kHz, it measures changes
that occur at 1 kHz. Because the detection beam has a repetition rate of 1
kHz, the absolute intensity diﬀerence between the two detectors is measured.
If the THz generation is blocked this should be 0. By rotating the quarter
wave plate, see Fig. 2.6, the intensity diﬀerence measured by the balanced
photodetectors is set as close to zero as possible. If the lock-in ampliﬁer
is set to 500 Hz, the changes due to the generation of the THz beam are
measured. Intensity ﬂuctuation of the laser beam which occur at 1 kHz are
ﬁltered out.
An example of a THz pulse measured in the setup described above is
shown in Fig. 2.8(a). This THz pulse is generated in a BNA crystal, which
was excited with 800 nm pulses with a pulse energy of 150 µJ. Since optical
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Figure 2.8: (a) Typical THz pulse measured with purging the setup with dry
nitrogen. (b) Amplitude spectrum of the THz pulse shown in (a).
rectiﬁcation is a second order nonlinear process, the THz power will depend
quadratically on the power of the 800 nm beam. The value of 150 µJ is
chosen because using even higher pulse energies has the risk of damaging
the crystal. For measuring a THz pulse, the second delay line that changes
only the path length of the generation beam is changed with steps of 12 µm,
which correspond to 40 fs. Since the delay line is in the generation arm the
retroreﬂector is moved toward the beams, thereby shorting the optical path
length. This means that the THz pulses are generated earlier, which is the
same as detecting later. As can be seen the ultrashort THz pulse is single
cycle. One of the problems for free propagating THz waves is its absorption
in water vapor. The THz photons excite the vibrational and rotational levels
of the water molecules. At later times the molecules decay back to the ground
state by re-emitting a THz photon, creating wiggles after the main pulse.
Only certain speciﬁc frequencies are absorbed and re-emitted by the water.
To decrease the eﬀect of water vapor, the setup is purged with dry nitrogen.
The absorption of THz light is decreased but not completely removed. This
is because with our method, purging with dry nitrogen using a box with holes
for the laser beams, it is not possible to completely remove the water vapor.
There is also a limit in how hard the setup can be purged, because if the ﬂow
is too strong it will introduce noise. A single cycle THz wave translate in the
frequency domain to a broadband pulse. To obtain the spectrum the THz
pulse (Fig. 2.8(a)) is Fourier transformed (Fig. 2.8(b)). The THz wave span
frequencies from about 0.3 until 2.5 THz. The main limiting factor in this
experiment is the detector crystal, where there is a large phase mismatch for
frequencies above 2.5 THz.
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Chapter 3
Time-domain terahertz
spectroscopy
If a sample is placed in the setup, the transmission of the THz pulse through
the sample can be measured. Typically, in time-domain terahertz spec-
troscopy two measurements are performed, one with sample and one with-
out sample. The advantage of THz spectroscopy is that both the amplitude
and the phase information is obtained, from which diﬀerent properties like
thickness, refractive index and absorption of the sample can be deduced
[10, 84, 85]. Furthermore, many resonances lay in the THz regime. Time-
domain terahertz spectroscopy has been used to measure vibrational and
rotational excitations in powders [12, 13], liquids [22, 24, 86], gasses [21, 27]
and energy gaps in superconductors [87, 88]. In time-domain terahertz spec-
troscopy the sample is in equilibrium so there is no optical excitation by a
pump beam. To understand how material properties can be obtained from
the measured THz pulses, ﬁrst the interaction between light and matter
will be explained. Second, the transmission and reﬂection of an light beam
through an interface are calculated to obtain the Fresnel equations. Then
the transmission through a slab, which is measured in a time-domain THz
spectroscopy experiment, is calculated. Finally an example of a time-domain
terahertz spectroscopy experiment is shown. As example a slab of bulk GaAs
is chosen.
3.1 Light-matter interaction
Light, which is an electromagnetic wave constitutes of an electric ﬁeld
−→
E and
a magnetic ﬁeld
−→
B . An electromagnetic wave in vacuum can be described
with those two vectors. For the interaction with matter some additional
vectors has to be introduced:
−→
J is the electric current density,
−→
D is the
electric displacement ﬁeld and
−→
H is the magnetizing ﬁeld. The relations
between these vectors are described by the Maxwell equations:
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∇×−→E = −∂
−→
B
∂t
, (3.1)
∇×−→H = ∂
−→
D
∂t
+−→J , (3.2)
∇ · −→D = ρ, (3.3)
∇ · −→B = 0. (3.4)
ρ is here the electric charge density. For many materials in equilibrium there
are no or a negligible amount of free charges. So Eq. 3.3 reduces to∇·−→D = 0.
Eq. 3.4 states that there exist no free magnetic poles. Besides these four
Maxwell equations, equations that describe the behavior of matter under
inﬂuence of an electromagnetic ﬁeld are needed. These equations are Ohms
law and the equations for the electric displacement and magnetic induction.
These equations can be rather complex. However for isotropic materials in
equilibrium, these equations reduces to a much simpler form:
−→
J = σ−→E , (3.5)
−→
D = ε−→E , (3.6)
−→
B = µ−→H, (3.7)
where σ is the conductivity, ε is the permittivity and µ is the permeability.
By substituting the material equations 3.5-3.7 into the maxwell equations
3.1-3.4, the Maxwell equations can be reduced, so that it only contains only,−→
E and
−→
H , ﬁelds.
∇×−→E = −µ∂
−→
H
∂t
, (3.8)
∇×−→H = ε∂
−→
E
∂t
+ σ−→E , (3.9)
∇ · −→E = 0, (3.10)
∇ · −→H = 0. (3.11)
If the curl of Eq. 3.8 and Eq. 3.9 is taken, these equations read respec-
tively
∇×∇×−→E = −µ ∂
∂t
∇×−→H, (3.12)
∇×∇×−→H = ε ∂
∂t
∇×−→E + σ∇×−→E . (3.13)
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If for the left hand side of these equation the vector identity: ∇×∇×−→A =
∇ · (∇ · −→A ) −∇2−→A together with Eqs. 3.10 and 3.11 are used and Eq. 3.8
and Eq. 3.9 are ﬁlled into the right hand side of Eq. 3.13 and Eq. 3.12
respectively. These equations read then:
∇2−→E = εµ∂
2−→E
∂t2
+ µσ
∂
−→
E
∂t
(3.14)
∇2−→H = εµ∂
2−→H
∂t2
+ µσ
∂
−→
H
∂t
(3.15)
These equation are called the wave-equations, because a solution of these
diﬀerential equations are waves. If a wave in the form of
−→
E = E0ei(kx−ωt) (3.16)
is tried as a solution for the wave equation 3.14, we obtain:
− k2E0 = εµ(−ω2)E0 − iωµσE0, (3.17)
which reduces to the dispersion relation
k2 = ω2εµ+ iωµσ. (3.18)
The dispersion relation describes the relation between the wavevector k and
the angular frequency ω of the electromagnetic wave in the material. For
non-magnetic media µ = µ0. If the relation ε0µ0 = 1/c2 is used, where c is
the speed of light in vacuum, Eq. 3.18 can be written in the form
k2
c2
n˜2
= ω2, (3.19)
where n˜ is the complex index of refraction. The complex index of refraction
reads then
n˜ = n+ iκ =
√
ε
ε0
+ i
µ0σ
ω
c2, (3.20)
where n is the real part of the refractive index and κ is the imaginary part
of the refractive index or extinction coeﬃcient. For
−→
H a similar calculation
can be performed, which will lead to the same results. In an electromagnetic
wave the magnetizing ﬁeld is perpendicular to the electric ﬁeld and is in
non-magnetic media given by
−→
H =
√
ε−→s ×−→E , (3.21)
where −→s is a unit vector.
As can be seen from Eq. 3.20 the complex material properties n˜, ε˜ and
σ˜ are related, so it does not matter which one is used for describing the
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Figure 3.1: Reﬂection and refraction of a light wave at an interface.
material. The goal of time-domain and time-resolved THz spectroscopy is
to measure the frequency dependent complex material properties. In this
thesis the materials are described by the complex conductivity σ˜(ω).
3.2 Fresnel equations
When a light wave enters an interface between two homogeneous media with
diﬀerent refractive indices, the beam is split where part of the beam is re-
fracted into the new material and part is reﬂected from the interface, see
Fig. 3.1. The directions of the beams is described by the unit vectors −→s i,r,t,
where the subscripts stands for incident, reﬂected and transmitted wave re-
spectively. The time behavior of a point with a position vector −→r relative to
an other point with time behavior F(t) is given by F[t− (−→r · −→s )/v] [89]. At
the interface between two homogeneous media the boundary condition states
that the time behavior of the secondary wave is equal to the time behavior
of the incident wave, so for z = 0:
t−
−→r · −→si
v1
= t−
−→r · −→sr
v1
= t−
−→r · −→st
v2
. (3.22)
At the boundary z = 0, −→r consist of two nonzero components: r ≡ x, y, 0.
So Eq. 3.22 becomes
xsx,i + ysy,i
v1
=
xsx,r + ysy,r
v1
=
xsx,t + ysy,t
v2
. (3.23)
We can further specify this equation by using sx,(i,r,t) = sin θ(i,r,t), where
θ(i,r,t) are the angles between −−→si,r,t and the z-axis (see Fig. 3.1) and sy,(i,r,t) =
0. Substituting these expressions into Eq. 3.23 gives
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sin θi
v1
=
sin θr
v1
=
sin θt
v2
. (3.24)
This reveals the law of reﬂection θi = θr. If the law of refraction is written
in terms of the refractive index v1,2 = c/n1,2, Snell's law is obtained
sin θi
sin θt
=
n2
n1
= n12. (3.25)
Now the amplitudes of the reﬂected and refractive waves will be cal-
culated. Let A,R, T be the amplitude of the electric ﬁeld of the incident,
reﬂected and transmitted ﬁeld respectively. The variable part of the wave is
exp[−iωτi,r,t], where τi,r,t is given by
τi,r,t = t−
−→r · −−→si,r,t
v1,2
= t− x sin θi,r,t + z cos θi,r,t
v1,2
, (3.26)
where for the incident and reﬂected wave v1 and for the transmitted wave
v2 should be used. The electric ﬁeld vector is now resolved in a component
parallel and perpendicular (denoted by the subscripts ‖ and ⊥) to the plane
of incidence. The components of the incidents electric wave are then
Ex,i = −A‖ cos θie−iωτi , Ey,i = A⊥e−iωτi , Ez,i = A‖ sin θie−iωτ . (3.27)
The
−→
H ﬁeld follows from Eq. 3.21.
Hx,i = −A⊥ cos θi√ε1e−iωτi , Hy,i = −A‖
√
ε1e
−iωτi , Hz,i = A⊥ sin θi
√
ε1e
−iωτ .
(3.28)
The expressions for the reﬂected and transmitted ﬁelds are similar, where
only the subscripts has to be changed to r,1 and t,2 respectively. The bound-
ary conditions at the interface state that the tangential components of
−→
E
and
−→
H are continuous:
Ex,i + Ex,r = Ex,t,
Ey,i + Ey,r = Ey,t,
Hx,i +Hx,r = Hx,t,
Hy,i +Hy,r = Hy,t. (3.29)
Substituting Eq. 3.27, Eq. 3.28 and the expression for the y-component into
Eq. 3.29, four relations between the electric ﬁeld amplitudes are obtained
cos θi(A‖ −R‖) = cos θtT‖,
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A⊥ +R⊥ = T⊥,√
ε1 cos θi(A⊥ −R⊥) = √ε2 cos θtT⊥,√
ε1(A‖ +R‖) =
√
εT‖. (3.30)
These equations can be solved for the reﬂected and transmitted wave, where
the permittivity ε is changed to refractive index n:
√
ε = n.
R‖ =
n2 cos θi − n1 cos θt
n2 cos θi + n1 cos θt
A‖, (3.31)
R⊥ =
n1 cos θi − n2 cos θt
n1 cos θi + n2 cos θt
A⊥, (3.32)
T‖ =
2n1 cos θi
n2 cos θi + n1 cos θt
A‖, (3.33)
T⊥ =
2n1 cos θi
n1 cos θi + n2 cos θt
A⊥. (3.34)
The obtained equations are called the Fresnel equations and are used is any
reﬂection or transmission experiment. In many experiments the incident
wave will be at normal incidence. In that special case the Fresnel equations
3.31-3.34 reduce to
R‖ =
n− 1
n+ 1
A‖, (3.35)
R⊥ = −n− 1
n+ 1
A⊥, (3.36)
T‖ =
2
n+ 1
A‖, (3.37)
T⊥ =
2
n+ 1
A⊥, (3.38)
where n = n2/n1
Real materials do not have just one interface, but in the simplest case of a
slab at least two with a material with a certain refractive index in between.
The propagation of a light wave in a material with refractive index n˜ is
described by the propagation coeﬃcient
P = exp[i
ω
c
n˜d], (3.39)
where d is the propagation distance. If n˜ is split up in a real and imaginary
part n˜ = n+ iκ, the real part describes a sinusoidal wave exp[i(ω/c)d]. For
the imaginary part, Beers law is obtained, which describes the absorption in
the material. Beers law is normally described in terms of intensity instead
of electric ﬁeld which means taking the square of Eq. 3.39.
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I(d) = I0 exp[−αd] (3.40)
where I0 is the intensity at d = 0 and the absorption coeﬃcient α is given
by
α =
2ωκ
c
(3.41)
For calculating the transmission and reﬂection for layered structures,
Fresnel equations for interfaces and propagation coeﬃcients for propagation
in the diﬀerent layers should be combined. Here we will only consider the
simplest case of a single layer containing a material with refractive index
n˜2 = n˜ surrounded by a material with refractive index n˜1. In many cases
the surrounding material will be air, which means n˜1 ≈ 1. We will also take
the thickness d of the material thick enough that multiple reﬂections are well
separated. In this case only the main pulse will be measured and the multiple
reﬂection are not taking into account. Note that for the transmission, the
polarization of the beam does not matter. The transmission coeﬃcient of an
electromagnetic wave through a thick slab at normal incidence is then given
by
T˜ =
t12P2t21
P1
=
4n˜
(1 + n˜)2
exp[i(n˜− 1)ω
c
d] (3.42)
where tij means the Fresnel coeﬃcient (Eq. 3.37) for the transmission from
material i to material j, Pi is the propagation coeﬃcient (Eq. 3.39) of mate-
rial i.
For this equation to be useful to describe an experiment it has to be split
up into a real part and imaginary part or in amplitude and phase. We will
choose the latter one. The amplitude and phase are then given by
|T (ω)| = |Es(ω)|
Eref (ω)| =
4
√
n2 + κ2
(n+ 1)2 + k2
exp[−ωκd
c
], (3.43)
Φ(ω) = θs(ω)− θref (ω) = −(n− 1)ωd
c
+ arctan[
κ(n2 + κ2 − 1)
n(n+ 1)2 + κ2(n+ 2)
],
(3.44)
where Es and Eref are the transmitted electric ﬁelds through the sample
and a reference electric ﬁeld without sample where the electromagnetic wave
travels only in air, respectively. θs and θref are the phases of the electric
ﬁeld of the transmitted wave through the sample and the reference wave,
respectively.
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Figure 3.2: Electric ﬁeld strength of the reference pulse traveling through
air (black line) and the THz pulse traveling through a 0.44 mm thick GaAs
sample (red line).
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Figure 3.3: Amplitude and phase signal of the Fourier transforms of the THz
transient shown in Fig. 3.2, where the black line is the reference and the red
line the transmission through the GaAs sample.
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3.3 Experiment
From Eqs. 3.43 and 3.44 it can be seen that for obtaining the refractive
index of a material two measurements are needed. A measurement where the
transmission through the investigated material is measured and a reference
measurement without sample. The advantage of THz electromagnetic waves
is that it is broadband, so information over a wide range of frequency is
obtained. An other advantage is that the electric ﬁeld is measured and not
the intensity, which means that both the amplitude and phase are obtained.
Both amplitude and phase information are needed to obtain the complex
refractive index of the material. By measuring the intensity like is done for
visible and near-infrared light, the phase information is lost. Although the
phase can be calculated by using the Kramers-Kronig relation. However, this
complicates the calculation and is not very accurate for small bandwidths.
As example of showing the method of time-domain terahertz spectroscopy,
the transmission of a THz transient through a 0.44 ± 0.01 mm thick piece
of GaAs is measured. The sample (red line) and reference (black line) sig-
nals are shown in Fig. 3.2. The higher refractive of GaAs causes the 3.8
ps delay of the THz pulse. From this delay an estimate of the refractive
index can be obtained by n = c∆t/d+ 1. For a thickness d of 0.44 mm this
results in a index of refraction n = 3.59. To obtain a more accurate results
Fourier analysis is applied. The frequency resolved amplitude and phase of
the Fourier transforms for both signals are shown in Fig. 3.3. To obtain
the refractive index Eqs. 3.43 and 3.44 should be inverted. This is rather
complex, however if the absorption is weak which is the case for unexcited
GaAs, the exponential decay in Eq. 3.43 and the arctan term in Eq. 3.44
can be neglected. This enables for decoupling the real and imaginary part
of the refractive index.
n = −Φc
ωd
+ 1, (3.45)
|T (ω)| = 4
√
n2 + κ2
(n+ 1)2 + k2
(3.46)
Eq. 3.45 can be used to obtain the real part of the refractive index and this
can be put into Eq. 3.46 to obtain the extinction coeﬃcient. The extracted
index of refraction for the 0.44 thick GaAs substrate is shown in Fig. 3.4.
An average index of refraction over the bandwidth of the measured THz
pulses of 3.61 is extracted. This shows that the time diﬀerence between
the pulses is already a good estimate to obtain the index of refraction of a
non-absorbing sample. The obtained average value of 3.61 is slightly higher
then the average n = 3.60, measured by Grischkowsky et al. [10]. This is
probably caused by the uncertainty in measuring the thickness of the sample.
The extinction coeﬃcient is negligible and therefore not shown here. The
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Figure 3.4: Index of refraction for a 0.44 mm thick GaAs substrate.
decrease of the electric ﬁeld strength of the THz pulse that traveled through
the GaAs substrate is thus only caused by the Fresnel reﬂections at the
surfaces.
Chapter 4
Time-resolved terahertz
spectroscopy
While in time-domain terahertz spectroscopy the static properties of a ma-
terial are measured, in this chapter we describe time-resolved THz spec-
troscopy, which can be used to study the dynamical properties of a material.
Typically, the transmission of a THz pulse is measured through an optically
excited sample. Excited carriers, i.e. electrons in the conduction band and
holes in the valence band of a bulk semiconductor are "free". This means
that these carriers will be accelerated if an electric ﬁeld is applied. The elec-
tric ﬁeld that accelerates the carriers is supplied by the THz pulse. Energy
conservation requires that the acceleration of carriers by the THz electric
ﬁeld causes a decrease of the THz electric ﬁeld strength. Or in other words,
free carriers will absorb THz radiation. Thus THz waves can probe the dy-
namics of free carriers in semiconductors [14, 90]. How strong the absorption
is, depends not only on the carrier density n, but also on the mobility µ of
the carriers. The change in THz transmission due to the optical excitation
of charge carriers is a measure for the conductivity σ = enµ of the sample,
where e is here the elementary charge. If one of the material properties,
e.g. the conductivity of a sample is known then other properties like the
refractive index or dielectric function can be calculated, see Eq. 3.20.
In this chapter we will derive the equations that relates the transmission
of a THz pulse through an optically excited sample to the material properties
in a similar way as shown in chapter 3. We distinguish between two methods,
2D- and 1D-spectroscopy, referring to the number of delay lines that are
scanned during the experiment. Finally, both methods will be illustrated
with an example, where again bulk GaAs is used.
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Figure 4.1: Transmission and reﬂection of an electromagnetic wave at a
conducting layer with thickness d on an insulating substrate.
4.1 2D-spectroscopy
In 2D-spectroscopy both delay lines (Fig. 2.5) are used, which means that
two time delays are involved. The ﬁrst is the time delay between the THz
pulse and the near-infrared probe used to measure the THz pulse, as de-
scribed in Ch. 3. The second is the time delay between the THz pulse and
the optical pump. So the transmission of a THz pulse through a photoex-
cited sample can be measured for diﬀerent times after the optical excitation
and in this way the behavior of the photoexcited carriers can be studied.
If an optical pulse is absorbed by a material, the intensity of the pulse
will follow Beers law Eq. 3.40. Because the pulse gets weaker when it travels
through an absorbing material, the excited carrier density will be the high-
est at the surface and decays exponentially further into the material. This
makes the problem rather complex. However, if the penetration depth of the
material is small (compare to the wavelength of the THz beam), it appears
that using a thin homogeneous ﬁlm of conductivity σ with a thickness d,
where as d the penetration depth is taken, is a good approximation. By
using this approximation, it is possible to extract material properties from
the THz measurements [91].
In a similar way as in section 3.2, we will calculate the transmission of
a THz pulse through a thin conductive layer on a nonconductive substrate
with refractive index n2 = n (Fig. 4.1). Furthermore we will show how
to obtain the complex conductivity σ˜ from the measured THz transmission.
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Identical boundary equations as used to derive the Fresnel equations (Eq.
3.29) are applied, but now with a conductive layer in between. The boundary
equations for the magnetic and electric ﬁelds at normal incidence reads then
Hi −Hr = Ht +
∫ ∞
0
−→
J ∂z = Ht +
−→
J d, (4.1)
Ei + Er = Et. (4.2)
To obtain an expression for the electric ﬁeld transmission Et, the admittance
is used, which is deﬁned as Y = H/E. The admittance in the ﬁrst material,
which is air, is then Y1 = Hi+HrEi+Er and the admittance in the substrate is
Y2 = HtEt . By combining Eq. 4.1 and Eq. 4.2 and solving for Et, the electric
ﬁeld transmission is given by
Et =
1
Y1 + Y2
(2Y1Ei − Jd). (4.3)
Using Eq. 3.5, the transmission coeﬃcient t˜(ω) = Et/Ei reads
t˜(ω) =
2Y1
Y1 + Y2 + σ˜(ω)d
(4.4)
To describe the transmission through a thin conducting ﬁlm in terms of the
substrate material properties only, an other deﬁnition of the admittance can
be used Ya = na/Z0, where na is the refractive index and Z0 = 377Ω is the
impedance of free space. This equation, also known as the Tinkham equation
[92], reads
t˜(ω) =
2
n+ 1 + Z0dσ˜(ω)
. (4.5)
This equations is valid providing that the thickness is small compare to the
wavelength d  λ. The wavelength of a THz pulse in air is relatively large
(0.1-1 mm), so only if the refractive index or conductivity is very large,
the wavelength in the material will be comparable with typical values of
the thicknesses of the conducting layer. For the experiments described in
this thesis this is sub-micrometer. These high values of conductivity can
be reached within metals, but for the semiconductors described in this the-
ses Eq. 4.5 is valid. The second limitation is that it is only valid in the
quasi-steady state appoximation, which implies that the photoconductivity
dynamics should be slower than the THz pulse duration.
In a typically time-resolved THz spectroscopy experiment the transmit-
ted electric ﬁeld with pump E˜pump(ω) and a reference, the electric ﬁeld with-
out pump E˜ref (ω) are measured. The transmission through the unexcited
ﬁlm tref in terms of material properties is given by Eq. 3.37. The transmis-
sion function is the ratio between the transmission through an excited and
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an unexcited ﬁlm T˜ (ω) = E˜pump(ω)/E˜ref (ω) = tfilm/tref . Dividing Eq. 4.5
by tref gives
T˜ (ω) =
n+ 1
n+ 1 + Z0dσ˜(ω)
. (4.6)
In practise the complex functions T˜ (ω) and σ˜(ω) are split into an amplitude
and phase or real and imaginary part. Solving Eq. 4.6 for the conductivity
and splitting it into a real σ1 and imaginary σ2 part using polar coordinates
gives
σ1 =
n+ 1
Z0d
[
1
|T (ω)| cos Φ(ω)− 1], (4.7)
σ2 = −n+ 1
Z0d
[
1
|T (ω)| sin Φ(ω)], (4.8)
where |T (ω)| = |Epump(ω)|/|Eref (ω)| is the amplitude and Φ(ω) = θpump(ω)−
θref (ω) is the phase of the transmission function. The obtained complex pho-
toconductivity is the photoconductivity of the sample at the time the THz
pulse travels through sample. By changing the delay between the optical
pump and the THz pulse, the complex photoconductivity at diﬀerent times
after optical excitation can be measured, which can provide information
about the involved dynamics.
4.2 Drude conductivity
To describe the photoconductivity in a semiconductor, several models have
been developed depending on the interaction of the charge carriers with the
lattice [9397]. These models have been successfully used to describe the
photoconductivity at THz frequencies [20, 25, 26, 47, 48, 77, 98101] In the
simplest case the system can be described classically by an electron gas in
a positively charged ionic lattice. The electrons will respond to an applied
electric ﬁeld and the damping caused by collisions with the almost static ionic
lattice is described by a single scattering time τ . The equation of motion of
free electrons is described by
∂−→p (t)
∂t
= −e−→E (t)−
−→p (t)
τ
(4.9)
where −→p is the impulse of the electron. In the frequency domain according
to Fourier theory Eq. 4.9 will read
(−iω)m−→v (ω) = −e−→E (ω)− ∂−→v (ω)τ (4.10)
wherem is the electron eﬀective mass and v the electron velocity. Using ohms
law
−→
E (ω) = −→J /σ˜(ω) and an equation for the current density −→J = −ne−→v ,
an expression for the conductivity is obtained
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σ˜(ω) =
ne2τ/m
1− iωτ . (4.11)
The term in the numerator is the DC-conductivity. The DC-conductivity
can also be written as σDC = neµ, so this deﬁnes the carrier mobility as
µ =
eτ
m
(4.12)
An other expression for the DC-conductivity is σDC = ω2pε0τ , which deﬁnes
the plasma frequency as
ωp =
√
ne2/εm (4.13)
If the equation for the Drude conductivity Eq. 4.11 is split in a real and
imaginary part and by using the expression for the plasma frequency Eq.
4.13, we obtain
σ1(ω) =
ω2pετ
1 + (ωτ)2
(4.14)
σ2(ω) =
ω2pετ
2ω
1 + (ωτ)2
(4.15)
4.3 1D-spectroscopy
The obtained photoconductivity spectrum in a semiconductor material de-
pends on the excited carrier density and on the mobility of those carriers,
which both can be time-dependent. So by measuring Epump and Eref , only
the photoconductivity at a single point in time is obtained. In all the mea-
surements presented in this thesis, we assume that the conductivity dynamics
is slow enough compare to the pulse duration of the THz wave so that a THz
measurements can be treated as taking a snapshot of the conductivity of the
sample. The leading edge and rear edge of the pulse will observe the same
conductivity. To obtain information about the dynamics involved, it is nec-
essary to do several measurements, where the time-delay between the optical
pump and the THz-probe is changed. This is referred to 2D-spectroscopy.
This can be a very time consuming process. Luckily, there is a faster method
referred as 1D-spectroscopy. In this method only a single point of the THz
pulse is measured. Because of the highest signal to noise ratio this point will
be the peak of the THz pulse. So only the pump delay line will be scanned.
The drawback is oﬀ-course that any frequency and phase information is lost.
However, there can still be valuable information about the carrier dynamics
extracted from the measurements. Because the phase information is lost, a
requirement for using 1D-spectroscopy is that the conductivity response is
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mainly real (σ1  σ2) [102, 103]. The relation for the negative diﬀerential
transmission in terms of the change in conductivity reads then
− ∆T (t)
T0
=
T0 − Tpump(t)
T0
= 1− n+ 1
n+ 1 + Z0d∆σ(t)
, (4.16)
where T0 is the value of the peak of the THz pulse that traveled through the
unexcited sample. Solving for ∆σ(t) gives
∆σ(t) =
N + 1
Z0d
(−∆T (t)
T0
)[
1
1 + ∆T (t)T0
]. (4.17)
If the change in transmission is small (|−∆T (t)/T0| < 20%), the diﬀerential
THz transmission is directly proportional to the change in photoconductivity
∆σ(t) ≈ N + 1
Z0d
| − ∆T (t)
T0
|. (4.18)
4.4 Experiments
4.4.1 Terahertz conductivity of GaAs
It is possible to measure the two pulses, reference and signal that are needed
to obtain the THz photoconductivity simultaneously. This is achieved by
using a double chopping scheme [104]. The beneﬁt is that this assures equal
environmental conditions for both measurements. In this scheme both the
THz generation and the optical pump are chopped but with a diﬀerent fre-
quency. For the THz generation a frequency of 500 Hz is used, so one out
of two pulses is blocked. For the pump two out of three pulses are blocked
to achieve a frequency of 333 Hz. Two lock-in ampliﬁers locked to those
two frequencies are used in the measurements. In this method, the ref-
erence pulse is given by Eref = VTHz + sVpump and the signal pulse by
Epump = VTHz − sVpump, where VTHz, Vpump are the measured voltages by
the lock-in ampliﬁers and s is a constant that depends on the detector that
is used. To obtain the value of s for this setup, a 1D-scan is performed. For a
1D-scan, only the signal will show a drop of the THz amplitude upon optical
excitation. The reference should be constant. This revealed that s = 1.1 for
the detector used in the experiments described here.
As example we will take again GaAs. For inducing a conductivity in a
semiconductor material, electrons should be excited to the conduction band.
This means that the photon energy of the pump should be large enough to
exceed the bandgap of the semiconductor. The bandgap of GaAs is shown
in Fig. 4.2. This ﬁgure is taken from Ref. [105]. The bandgap, which is for a
direct bandgap material like GaAs, the energy diﬀerent between the bottom
of the Γ-valley of the conduction band and the top of the valence band and
is for GaAs 1.424 eV. For these experiments wavelengths of 400 nm (3.1 eV)
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Figure 4.2: Schematic of the bandstructure of GaAs. Taken from Ref. [105].
and 800 nm (1.55 eV) were used. Note that for a photon energy of 3.1 eV also
the L- and X-valleys can be reached. For the 2D-spectroscopy the carriers
are excited with a 400 nm beam with a pump ﬂuence of 5.1 µJ/cm2. The
reason for using 400 nm is that the penetration depth for 400 nm is much
shorter (50 nm), then for 800 nm (1 µm) which means a better validity of Eq.
4.5. In a full 2D-scan the transmission of the whole THz pulse is measured
at various pump-probe delay times. In this way the conductivity dynamics
over the full THz bandwidth can be studied. Here, we will show only the
THz pulses measured at one pump-probe delay time.
The pulses shown in Fig. 4.3 are recorded at 10 ps after optical excitation.
The green line is the reference, where the pump was blocked and the red line
is the pump signal travelling through the photoexcited sample. By waiting
long enough after optical excitation, we can assume that the carriers have
already decayed to the bottom of the Γ-valley, see Fig. 4.2 when the THz
pulse travels through the excited ﬁlm [26]. An other reason for waiting 10
ps is that measurements shortly after optical excitation are inﬂuenced by
the detector response. However, it is possible to correct for that and obtain
information about the photoconductivity directly after optical excitation.
The two pulses shown in Fig. 4.3 are Fourier transformed and by using Eqs.
4.7 and 4.8 the THz photoconductivity is calculated. The refractive index
n of GaAs at THz frequencies is 3.6, Z0 = 377Ω and as thickness d, the
penetration depth (50 nm) is taken.
Fig. 4.4 shows the THz photoconductivity of GaAs measured 10 ps after
optical excitation, where the squares are the real part σ1 and the triangles
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Figure 4.3: Electric ﬁeld of the THz transients traveling through an unexcited
GaAs sample (green line) and traveling through an optically excited GaAs
sample (red line). The sample was excited with a wavelength of 400 nm and
with a pump ﬂuence of 5.1 µJ/cm2. The peak of the THz pulses traveled
through the excited ﬁlm 10 ps after optical excitation.
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Figure 4.4: Photoconductivity of GaAs, measured 10 ps after optical exci-
tation with a pump ﬂuence of 5.1 µJ/cm2. The squares, σ1 represent the
real part of the conductivity and the triangles, σ2 the imaginary part of the
conductivity. The red lines is a ﬁt with the Drude model.
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Figure 4.5: Normalized photoconductivity dynamics of bulk GaAs with
pump excitation wavelength of 400 nm (blue line) and 800 nm (red line).
are the imaginary part σ2 of the photoconductivity. The red lines is a ﬁt with
the Drude-model (Eqs. 4.14 and 4.15), where the real and imaginary part
of the photoconductivity are ﬁtted simultaneously. The ﬁt reveals a plasma
frequency of ωp = 312 ± 2 THz, and a scattering time of τ = 63.0 ± 0.9 fs.
From the plasma frequency the carrier density can be obtained according
to Eq. 4.13: N = 1.93 ± 0.02 · 1018cm−3 and from the scattering time the
mobility according to Eq. 4.12: µ = 1.76 ± 3 + 0.02 · 103 cm2/Vs. The
carrier density can also be estimated from the excitation ﬂuence. A pump
ﬂuence of 5.1 µJ/cm2 at 400 nm, which is absorbed in a 50 nm layer results
in a carrier density of 1.2 · 1018cm−3, where we take into account that an
wavelength of 400 nm results in a Fresnel reﬂection coeﬃcient of 0.4 in GaAs.
The estimated carrier density of 1.2 ·1018cm−3 is in good agreement with the
carrier density of 1.93 + 0.02 · 1018cm−3 obtained from the measured plasma
frequency.
Measuring a Drude conductivity in optically excited GaAs is a method
for testing the setup, before taking a sample with an unknown photoconduc-
tivity response. An example why testing is important is for instance if the
pump spot size is too small [106]. In that case the measurement will lead to
misinformation because the lower frequencies which have a larger defraction
limit and hence a larger spot size, observe a lower carrier density. This will
lead to a deviation from the Drude conductivity.
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4.4.2 Photoconductivity dynamics of GaAs
Also 1D-scans are performed to show the frequency integrated conductivity
dynamics and will show that although the frequency information is lost, still
valuable information can be extracted from these 1D-scans. For the 1D-scans
the lowest noise is obtained by chopping the pump beam only. By chopping
the pump beam and locking the lock-in ampliﬁer to that frequency, only the
changes due to the pump are measured, which is T0 − Tpump(t) = −∆T (t).
For calculating the conductivity dynamics according to Eq. 4.17, also T0
should be measured. Since T0 is constant in a 1D-scan, the average of a
few data points is suﬃcient. The carriers are excited with two diﬀerent
wavelength, with 800 nm where the carriers are generated close to the bottom
of the Γ-valley and with 400 nm where the carriers obtain higher energies
and can reach the L-valley, see Fig. 4.2. The results are shown in Fig. 4.5,
where the red line is for 800 nm excitation and the blue line is for 400 nm
excitation. The obtained photoconductivity is normalized for comparison
between the two diﬀerent excitation wavelengths. As can be seen, the rise
in the photoconductivity due to optical excitation is slower in the case of
excitation with 400 nm. This is because carriers are excited into the L-valley,
where their mobility is lower. In the Drude model, the mobility of a carrier
in the bottom of a valley depends on the eﬀective mass which is determined
by the curvature of the valley. The lower mobility in the L-valley will lead
to a lower photoconductivity and it takes a while before the carriers decay
to the high mobility Γ-valley. For the same reason, only the electrons are
considered. Although upon optical excitation an electron-hole pair is created,
the holes are neglected because of their relatively large eﬀective mass. The
hole mobility is usually much less then the electron mobility and therefore
the holes will not have a signiﬁcant contribution to the photoconductivity.
Part II
Experiments

Chapter 5
Capture and release of carriers
in InGaAs/GaAs quantum dots
5.1 Introduction
In this ﬁrst experimental chapter, we describe time-resolved THz spectroscopy
experiments on InGaAs/GaAs quantum dots. A quantum dot is a structure
that is smaller in all three dimensions then the electron wavelength in bulk
materials. The reduced size leads to the conﬁnement of the electron and hole
wavefunctions and hence to quantization of the electron and hole states. The
energy levels of the states will depend on the size of the quantum dot. In
our case where on an assemble of quantum dots is measured, a distribution
of sizes and hence energy states is observed. This quantization of the elec-
tron and hole states have an other important consequence. The density of
states is very small compare to bulk material, which means that the op-
tical properties will change when charge carriers occupy the quantum dot
states due to state ﬁlling. [33, 107, 108]. Furthermore, the small density of
states in the InGaAs quantum dots compare to the bulk GaAs barrier states
will have consequences for the carrier exchange between the two materials.
This process as well as the ultrafast carrier dynamics in the quantum dot
itself has been widely studied for better understanding of quantum dot based
optical devices, such as quantum dot lasers [32, 33], quantum dot infrared
photodetectors [39, 40, 109] and quantum dot semiconductor saturable ab-
sorber mirrors (SESAM) [33, 107, 108, 110]. Several ultrafast optical tech-
niques, like time-resolved photoluminescence [111113], optical pump-probe
spectroscopy [114116] and time-resolved THz spectroscopy in both colloidal
[44, 49, 51, 117] and self-assembled [46, 116, 118, 119] quantum dots have
been used.
An important parameter in quantum dots based electrooptic devices is
the carrier life-time. It e.g. inﬂuences the speed of an optical switch, the
speed of a fast photodetector, the working of a laser i.e. the trapping of
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Figure 5.1: Schematic of the structure of the In0.5Ga0.5As/GaAs quantum
dot SESAM.
carriers into the quantum dot should be much faster than the electron-
hole recombination to create population inversion. For the proper working
of a SESAM, the electron-hole recombination time should be signiﬁcantly
longer than the pulse duration of the laser. THz spectroscopy is an excellent
technique to measure the carrier lifetime in semiconductor materials due to
its sensitivity to free carriers. Speciﬁcally for quantum dot systems it can
measure the trapping time of charge carriers into the quantum dots due to
the zero mobility in the quantum dots. This has been measured in various
studies [46, 116, 119, 120]. For measuring the electron-hole recombination
in the quantum dots diﬀerent spectroscopy techniques are needed like e.g.
time-resolved photoluminescence or optical pump-probe spectroscopy. In
this work we studied not only the trapping of carriers into the quantum dot
but also the reverse process, the release of carriers from the quantum dots
into the wetting layers and barrier states with an optical pump - terahertz
probe technique [121]. The latter process has to the best of our knowledge
not been measured before. One of the reasons is that the signal from the
release process is much weaker. Even at room-temperature the energy dif-
ference between the quantum dot ground state and the barrier state is larger
than kT . To solve this problem we used a quantum dot SESAM, which has
a Bragg reﬂector after the quantum dot layers, which prevents absorption
in the thick substrate. Besides enabling to measure the release of charge
carriers from the quantum dots into the barrier states, using a quantum dot
SESAM has the extra beneﬁt, that we directly study the carrier dynamics
in an electooptic device.
5.2 Sample
The capture and release of carriers is measured in a quantum dot semicon-
ductor saturable absorber mirror (SESAM) structure. A SESAM can be used
for passive mode-locking [107]. At higher intensities the quantum dot states
get ﬁlled, which will decrease the absorption coeﬃcient. This saturation of
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the absorption leads to a higher reﬂectivity of the mirror.
The sample is grown by molecular beam epitaxy. A schematic of the sam-
ple structure is shown in Fig. 5.1. It consists of 15 layers of In0.5Ga0.5As/GaAs
quantum dots, separated by GaAs barrier layers. The quantum dots den-
sity is estimated at 1010 cm−2. The total thickness of the quantum dots
and barriers is 611 nm. On top of the quantum dots structure is a 33-layer
Al0.9Ga0.1As Bragg reﬂector. The Bragg reﬂector has a 100-nm-wide stop-
band centered around 1060 nm (Fig. 5.2).
Besides the small signal reﬂectivity of the quantum dot SESAM, the
room-temperature photoemission spectra of the quantum dot ground state
(GS) is shown in Fig. 5.2. For the photoemission experiment carriers are
excited with a 800 nm beam into the barrier layers. Part of the carriers will
be trapped into the quantum dots. The emission caused by the recombina-
tion of electrons and holes from the quantum dot ground state is measured
with a standard optical spectrometer. The emission spectrum has a central
wavelength around 1017 nm and a full-width half maximum (FWHM) of
14 nm. As can be seen the quantum dot ground state luminescence lays
within the stopband of the Bragg reﬂector. Emission from a large amount
of quantum dots will be inhomogeneously broadened, due to a distribution
in the quantum dot size. Diﬀerent sizes lead to a diﬀerence in the quantum
conﬁnement eﬀect and hence to diﬀerences in the energy level of the quan-
tum dot ground state. Inhomogeneously broadening will lead to a Gaussian
lineshape, however a Lorentzian lineshape is observed. A possible explana-
tion for the observed Lorentzian lineshape is that stimulated emission takes
place.
The Bragg reﬂector is important in our experiment in the case of res-
onantly excitation into the quantum dot ground state. The optical pump
beam is reﬂected at the Bragg grating, preventing carrier excitation in the
thick GaAs substrate by two-photon absorption, which could easily obscure
the signal from the release of carriers from the quantum dots.
The ultrafast processes relevant for our experiments after optical excita-
tion in the quantum dot ground state and in the barrier state are shown in
Fig. 5.3. Only carriers in the barrier state and wetting layer, here referred
as the conducting state (marked in blue in Fig. 5.3), will contribute to the
conductivity. Carriers in the quantum dot states are conﬁned in all dimen-
sion and will therefore have zero mobility. As described in chapter 4, the
terahertz pulse will only be absorbed by "free" carriers. So the trapping of
carriers into the quantum dots can be observed by an increase in the ter-
ahertz transmission and the release of carriers from the quantum dots into
the conducting states leads to a decrease in the transmission of the THz
pulse. Exchange of carriers between the barrier states and the wetting layer
should also change the conductivity, because the mobility of carriers in the
wetting layers is lower than in the barrier states. For simplicity only the
conduction band with electron capture into the quantum dots, the release
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Figure 5.2: Small signal reﬂectivity of the Al0.9Ga0.1As Bragg reﬂector (black
line). Photoluminescence spectrum from the the quantum dot ground state
(blue line).
of electrons into the conducting state and carrier recombination in both the
quantum dots and conducting state are shown. These are also the most
important mechanisms in the observed dynamics. Although upon optical
excitation electron-hole pairs are created, the main contribution to the pho-
toconductivity comes from the electrons, due to their smaller eﬀective mass
and hence higher mobility than the holes. Also important for the ultrafast
carrier dynamics in quantum dots are intradot carrier relaxation, carrier-
carrier and carrier-phonon scattering. All these process are temperature and
carrier density dependent [115, 122].
5.3 Experiments
5.3.1 Setup
The setup for these experiments is in detail described in section 2.4 and
shown in Fig. 2.5. For these experiments two diﬀerent pump wavelength
were used. The original 800 nm output of the Ti:sapphire ampliﬁer is used
to excite carriers into the GaAs barrier states. For pumping carriers directly
into the quantum dot ground state, the 800 nm beam is sent trough an
optical parametric ampliﬁer to generate pulses with a central wavelength of
1024 nm and a FWHM 45 nm. The spectrum of these pulses are shown in
Fig. 5.4, together with the emission from the quantum dot ground state.
The overlap shows that the pulses from the optical parametric ampliﬁer are
able to excite carriers directly into the quantum dot ground state.
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Figure 5.3: Capture and release processes of electrons in a quantum dot.
QD: quantum dot, GS: quantum dot ground state, CS: conducting state.
5.3.2 Barrier pumping
As described in chapter 4, the fastest way of measuring carrier dynamics
with time-resolved terahertz spectroscopy is to measure only the peak of
the terahertz pulse as function of pump-probe delay time. To measure the
carrier capture dynamics into the quantum dots, carriers were excited into
the barrier state with a pump excitation wavelength of 800 nm. We cal-
culate the relative change in transmission of the THz pulse into a sheet
conductivity according Eq. 4.17 and ∆σ = ∆σ · d, where σ is the normal
conductivity and d is the thickness of excited layer. The reason for using
a sheet conductivity instead of the normal photoconductivity (Eq. 4.17) is
that in the case carriers are excited into the quantum dot ground state (de-
scribed in next section) and then released from the quantum dots into the
conducting states, it is not so clear what the thickness of the conducting
layer is. The sheet conductivity describes the conductivity independent of
the thickness. The time dependence of the frequency integrated change in
sheet conductivity ∆σ, for pump ﬂuences in the range 0.04-1.18 µJ/cm2
are shown in Fig. 5.5. A near instantaneous rise of the photoinduced con-
ductivity is observed, followed by a fast decay and a long-lived contribution.
For getting the photoconductivity at zero before optical excitation, a small
contribution from some very long-lived carriers that survive the optical cycle
of 1 ms is subtracted. The fast decay is attributed to carrier capture into
the nonconducting quantum dot states. To support this interpretation, the
change in the photoinduced conductivity of bulk GaAs is measured (black
curve in Fig. 5.5), which shows a much slower initial decay. The long-lived
component is most likely caused by carriers excited in the Bragg reﬂector,
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Figure 5.4: Photoluminescence spectrum from the the quantum dot ground
state (black dots), the red line is a ﬁt with a Lorentzian lineshape. Spectrum
of the pulses coming from the optical parametric ampliﬁer (blue dots), the
red line is a ﬁt with a Gaussian lineshape.
which is accessible for 800 nm light (Fig. 5.2). The Bragg reﬂector is a
type-II Al0.9Ga0.1As semiconductor, causing separation in space of electrons
and holes, via Γ-X transfer [123]. This means that the lowest energy level of
a X-valley bandstate of the barrier is lower than the lowest energy level of
the Γ-valley bandstate in the quantum well. This means that electrons can
be transferred to the barrier layer, where the energy is lower, while the holes
remain in the quantum well. The electron-hole recombination rate depends
on the overlap of the electron and hole wavefunctions. A more detailed de-
scription of this mechanism will be explained in chapter 6. The little bump
at around 22 ps (Fig. 5.5) is an experimental artifact due to double reﬂection
in a 2-mm thick beam attenuator.
Fig. 5.6 shows the peak conductivity as function of pump ﬂuence. The
red line is a linear ﬁt to the data. The initial rise in conductivity depends
linearly on excitation ﬂuence, as expected for single-photon absorption. From
the fast decay of the photoconductivity, the trapping time into the quantum
dots can be estimated. In Fig. 5.7, the time required for the conductivity
to drop by 10% from its maximum, as function of pump ﬂuence is plotted.
This 10% is chosen because the total fast decay is only about 20%, due to
the long-lived carriers in the Bragg-reﬂector. A near-linear growth of the
10% decay time from 1.2 to 5.7 ps is observed, with increasing pump ﬂuence.
This growth in trapping time with increasing pump ﬂuence is in agreement
with observation made in Refs. [46, 102, 119, 120] and is attributed to
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ﬁlling of the quantum dot trap states at higher excitation ﬂuences, which
decreases the trap eﬃciency. However, these observation are in contrast to
the observed decrease in trapping time in Refs. [115, 116]. The diﬀerent
technique used in Ref. [115], where only the population of the quantum
dot ground state is measured may explain the diﬀerent observation. The
suggested trapping mechanism electron-electron scattering may also provide
carriers back into the conducting states from the higher-lying quantum dot
states, thereby slowing down the decay dynamics of the conductivity. It is
not clear what causes the diﬀerence between Ref. [116] and our observations.
5.3.3 Ground-state pumping
To observe the release of carriers from the quantum dots into the conducting
states, carriers are resonantly excited into the quantum dot ground state at
a wavelength of 1024 nm, with pump ﬂuences in the range 2.1-22.8 µJ/cm2.
The sheet conductivity dynamics is shown in Fig. 5.8. A non-instantaneous
rise of the photoconductivity, which peaks after approximately 35 ps after
photoexcitation, followed by a slow decay is observed. We interpret the slow
rise time of the photoconductivity as release of carriers into the conducting
state. After 35 ps the recombination in the barrier states and wetting layers
becomes the dominant process, causing the decay of the photoconductivity.
To illustrate the dynamics a simple rate-equation model is applied that
only include the creation of carriers in a nonconducting state (the quantum
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Carrier density in the barrier layer when excited to the quantum dot ground
state based on a simple rate equation model (red curves), a scaling factor is
used to ﬁt the photoconductivity dynamic traces.
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dot) at t = 0 by a short optical pulse, the release of carriers from the quantum
dot to a conducting state, the trapping of carriers from the barrier state
to a nonconducting state and the electron-hole recombination in both the
quantum dots and the conducting barrier layers. The rate equations read:
∂NQD
∂t
= fQDNgen(t) + fQD
Nbarrier
ttrap
− NQD
trecqd
− NQD
trel
,
∂Nbarrier
∂t
=
NQD
trel
− (1− fQD)Nbarrier
trecbar
− fQDNbarrier
ttrap
,
where NQD, Nbarrier are respectively the carrier density in the quantum dots
and in the conducting barrier layer, Ngen(t) is the generation term which is
time dependent and the amplitude is diﬀerent for the diﬀerent pump ﬂuences,
ttrap, trel, trecqd, trecbar are respectively the trapping time into the quantum
dots, the release time from the quantum dots into the barrier layer, the
recombination time in the quantum dots and the recombination time in the
barrier layer, fQD is a constant factor taking into account that the quantum
dots occupy only a small volume of the sample.
Fig. 5.8 shows the carrier density in the barrier layer as function of time
for the diﬀerent pump ﬂuences (red curves). A scaling factor is used to com-
pare it with the measured photoconductivity (black curves). In this model
we used trel = 10 ps, trecqd = 120 ps and trecbar = 950 ps. The trapping
time is deﬁned as ttrap = t0trap/(1−NQD/Nmax) with t0trap = 1.2 ps. This
equation describes that for a weak pump ﬂuence the trapping time is 1.2 ps,
but if the pump ﬂuence increases the trapping time increases due to state
ﬁlling as described in Sec. 5.3.2. This model shows that the observed slow
increase of photoconductivity which peaked at 35 ps and then decreases can
be well explained by the net release of carriers from the quantum dots to the
barrier state with a release time of 10 ps and an electron-hole recombination
time of 950 ps.
Fig. 5.8 also shows the shortcoming of this simple rate-equation model.
A deviation between the model and the measurements is observed in the ﬁrst
10 ps after optical excitation. The observed increase shows a kink, with ﬁrst
a fast increase and then a slower increase, which is not shown in the model.
We do not know what causes the kink, but a possible explanation of the
deviation between the model and the measurement is that the model does
not include the wetting layer which has a lower mobility than the barrier
layer. So an exchange of carriers between the wetting layer and the barrier
state will also lead to a change of the photoconductivity. Also not included
is that there are several quantum dots states. Although exchange between
the diﬀerent quantum dot states will not change the photoconductivity, the
probability of release to the conducting state is diﬀerent for the diﬀerent
quantum dot states. A smaller energy diﬀerence between the quantum dot
state and the barrier state will give a higher probability.
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Figure 5.10: Normalized dynamics of the photoinduced sheet conductivity
of a quantum dot SESAM, ∆σ at optical excitation with 800 nm into the
barriers (red line) and with 1024 nm into the quantum dot ground state
(green line).
The peak photoconductivity has a sub-linear dependence on the pump
ﬂuence (Fig. 5.9), suggesting that the rise in conductivity is caused by a sat-
urated one-photon process, expected for resonantly excitation into the quan-
tum dot ground state. For higher pump ﬂuences the quantum dot ground
states get more occupied causing a decrease in the absorption coeﬃcient.
From the ﬁts to the saturable absorption [124] function, ∝ Fp exp[−Fp/Fs],
where Fp is the pump ﬂuence and Fs is the saturation ﬂuence, a saturation
ﬂuence of 42±6 µJ/cm2 is obtained. This is in reasonable agreement with a
value of Fs = 25 µJ/cm2, observed in a similar quantum dot-based structure
[110].
The energy gap between the quantum dot ground state and the wetting
layer was measured in a similar structure to be 252 meV, shared approxi-
mately 60%/40% between the electron and hole states [115]. This is signiﬁ-
cantly larger than kBT = 26 meV at room-temperature for the quantum dot
ground state - wetting layer transition for both electrons and holes. However,
the release of carriers observed after optical excitation into the wetting layer
can be explained by the large density of states in the wetting layer compared
to the quantum dot states, which should increase the probability of carrier
release.
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5.4 Conclusion
We have demonstrated the diﬀerence in photoconductivity dynamics of an
InGaAs/GaAs SESAM (Fig. 5.10), depending on whether carriers were op-
tically excited resonantly into the quantum dot ground state (green line) or
into the barrier state (red line). When carriers are excited into the barrier
layers with a single photon absorption process, the photoconductivity in-
creases near-instantaneous. A fast decay of a few picosecond is caused by
carriers that are trapped into the quantum dot. The decay time depends on
the carrier density, where a higher carrier density leads to state ﬁlling of the
quantum dot states and hence to a longer decay time of the photoconduc-
tivity. Carriers excited into the AlAs/GaAs Bragg reﬂector caused a large
very slow decaying part of the photoconductivity.
When carriers are excited to the quantum dot ground state, a maximum
photoconductivity is measured 35 ps after optical excitation due to the re-
lease of carriers from the quantum dots into the conducting barrier layers.
A simple rate equation model revealed a release time of about 10 ps. The
observed slow decay after 35 ps is caused by electron-hole recombination in
the barrier states, which after 35 ps dominates the carrier dynamics. The
working of the SESAM is shown in the maximum photoconductivity at 35 ps
as function of pump ﬂuence, which saturates. This saturation in the absorp-
tion is caused by ﬁlling up the quantum dots states for higher pump ﬂuences.
The observed saturation ﬂuence of 42±6 µJ/cm2 is comparable with other
quantum dot based SESAMs.
The experiments described in this chapter showed that the trapping of
carriers into the quantum dots, the release of carrier from the quantum dots
into the barriers and electron-hole recombination in the barrier layer are the
main contributors to the photoconductivity dynamics. However the simple
rate-equation model showed that it is not the complete story. An important
feature is the kink around 10 ps, which can not be explained by the processes
described above. For explaining the early dynamics a more detailed model
is needed, which include the wetting laying and several quantum dot states.
An extra step to make the model more accurate is to include a temperature
and carrier density dependence on all the processes. While in the simple
model described above only the change in trapping time due to state ﬁlling
is taken into account.
An other important question about the carrier dynamics which the ex-
periments described in this chapter does not answer is which physical process
causes the release of carriers from the quantum dot ground state into the bar-
rier layers (e.g. thermal excitation or carrier-carrier scattering). To answer
this question a temperature dependent study could be done. Thermal ex-
citation is strongly temperature dependent and should complete disappear
at liquid helium temperatures. If thermal excitation is important for the
release of carrier from the quantum dots into the barrier states. The pho-
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toconductivity dynamics would look completely diﬀerent at liquid helium
temperatures. Carrier-carrier scattering on contrary does not depend much
on temperature, so even at liquid helium temperatures this process would
still take place and a strong release of carriers from the quantum dots into
the barriers would be observed.
Furthermore, the carrier dynamics in the quantum dots are not discussed
because this is invisible with the experiments described here. To observe the
exchange of carriers between the diﬀerent quantum dot state one could tune
the THz pulse to the energy diﬀerence between two states. This means
that higher frequencies than generated in the experiment described here are
needed. For example if a broadband THz pulse is generated that includes the
energy diﬀerence between the quantum dot ground state and the ﬁrst excited
state, a dip at this frequency would be observed when carriers are excited to
the quantum dot ground state (i.e. the THz pulse excite the carriers to the
ﬁrst excited state). However this absorption will go down if the ﬁrst excited
state gets occupied due to state ﬁlling. So the THz pulse can be used as a
measure for the population in the ﬁrst excited state in the quantum dot.
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Chapter 6
Ultrafast carrier dynamics in
InGaN/GaN multiple quantum
wells
6.1 Introduction
The understanding of the ultrafast dynamics in group-III nitride based quan-
tum wells is important for the development of wide bandgap semiconductor
devices, such as LEDs and lasers in the blue-green spectral region [125, 126].
The development of LEDs and lasers in blue-green spectral region is im-
portant for e.g. white light LEDs and due to the smaller wavelength, blue
lasers can be used to write and store more data on a disk. Group-III ni-
tride based quantum wells can have large built-in piezoelectric ﬁelds. These
piezoelectric ﬁelds are caused by the lattice mismatch between GaN and
InN or AlN. This lattice mismatch causes strain in the material and this
results due to the large piezoelectricity of GaN in a large built-in piezo-
electric ﬁeld. This strain-induced built-in piezoelectric ﬁeld has signiﬁcant
inﬂuence on the optical and electronic properties, described by the quantum
conﬁned Stark eﬀect [127]. When an electric ﬁeld is applied on a semicon-
ductor material the bandstructure will tilt. This tilt will result in a change
of the valence-conduction band transition energy, which is called the Stark
shift. This Stark shift is larger in a quantum conﬁned system, because the
conﬁnement prevents the annihilation of the electron-hole pair by complete
separation of the electrons and holes. The quantum conﬁned Stark eﬀect
will manifest itself by a strong dependence of the transition energy, absorp-
tion coeﬃcient and recombination rate on the carrier density in the quantum
well, due to screening of a build-in piezoelectric ﬁeld. This screening leads to
the emission of THz transients [120, 128] and high-amplitude acoustic waves
[129131]. The dependency of the transition energy on the carrier density is
well studied by photoluminescence experiments [132135]. The dependency
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of the absorption coeﬃcient on the carrier density has been studied in a
previous terahertz investigation [120]. In this work we concentrate on the
last carrier density dependent phenomena: the recombination rate, by using
time-resolved terahertz spectroscopy.
InGaN/GaN multiple quantum wells are due to their large built-in piezo-
electric ﬁeld (much larger then can be applied externally) a good sample to
study the behavior of carriers in a biased system. This is valuable infor-
mation for like e.g. electrically controlled saturable absorber mirrors [136],
where instead of a built-in piezoelectric ﬁeld an externally applied electric
ﬁeld is used to control the modulation depth of the SESAM.
6.2 Samples
The samples consist of a 10-layer In0.2Ga0.8N/GaN multiple quantum well
with well thicknesses of 1.8, 2.7 and 3.6 nm. The barrier width is 7 nm for all
samples. The quantum well structure is sandwiched between a 180 nm thick
capping layer and a 2 µm buﬀer layer. The sample is grown on a sapphire
substrate by metalorganic vapor-phase epitaxy (Fig 6.1). The lattice mis-
match between InGaN and GaN causes strain in the material, which results
in large built-in piezoelectric ﬁelds of 3.1 MV/cm in the quantum wells and
0.5 MV/cm (with opposite polarity) in the barriers [120, 137].
The optical properties of a biased system are well described by the quan-
tum conﬁned Stark eﬀect [127]. The tilt of the bandstructure (Fig. 6.2(a))
results in a smaller transition energy and the reduction of the spatial over-
lap between the electron and hole wavefunctions leads to a smaller transition
probability. Upon excitation with an ultrashort laser pulse, a dipole moment
is created due to the shifted position of the electron and hole wavefunctions.
This dipole moment has a polarity opposite to that of the built-in piezo-
electric ﬁeld and thus it will partly screen this ﬁeld. With strong excitation
ﬂuences complete screening of the built-in piezoelectric ﬁeld can be achieved
(Fig. 6.2(b)). The screening results in ﬂattening of the bandstructure and
hence in an increase of the optical transition energy and transition prob-
ability. Since every photoexcited carrier contributes to the screening, this
process is highly dynamical. As the carriers recombine the reverse process
will take place. Recombination of electron-hole pairs decreases the dipole
ﬁeld and thus causes the restoration of the built-in piezoelectric ﬁeld. This
implies that during the recombination process the recombination rate will
slow down due to the increased spatial separation of the wavefunctions.
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180 nm 2 µm 200 µm
10 GaN barriers
10 InGaN wells
Figure 6.1: Schematic of the structure of the InGaN/GaN multiple quantum
well sample.
(a) (b)
Figure 6.2: (a) Schematic of the bandstructure of an InGaN/GaN quantum
well, with a built-in piezoelectric ﬁeld. Ei - initial transition energy, Fdipole -
dipole ﬁeld from an excited electron-hole pair, Fbias - bias electric ﬁeld from
the build-in piezoelectric ﬁeld, Ftotal - total electric ﬁeld (Fdipole+Fbias).
(b) Schematic of the bandstructure of an InGaN/GaN quantum well, where
the build-in piezoelectric ﬁeld is completely screened. Ef - ﬁnal transition
energy.
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Figure 6.3: Time-integrated photoluminescence from the multiple quantum
well with a well thickness of 1.8 nm. Pump ﬂuence in the range 0.03-1.15
mJ/cm2 were used. The lines indicate the observed Stark shift.
6.3 Experiments
6.3.1 Time-integrated photoluminescence
To show the screening of the built-in piezoelectric ﬁeld, time-integrated pho-
toluminescence measurements were performed with excitation ﬂuences in the
range of 0.03-1.15 mJ/cm2 on the multiple quantum well with a well thick-
ness of 1.8 nm (Fig. 6.3). We used 400 nm as pump wavelength by frequency
doubling the Ti:sapphire ampliﬁer output in a beta-barium borate (BBO)
crystal to assure that electron-hole pairs are only generated in the InGaN
quantum wells and not in the GaN barriers. The time-integrated photolumi-
nescence from the samples with a quantum well thickness of 2.7 nm and 3.6
nm show similar behavior as shown in Fig. 6.3 and therefore are not shown
here. A strong Stark shift is observed between low and high excitation ﬂu-
ences. The saturation of the blue shift for the highest excitation ﬂuences at
432 nm indicates that complete screening of the built-in piezoelectric ﬁeld
takes place. The large shoulder at longer wavelength for the highest exci-
tation ﬂuences is a result of using a time-integrated technique. As carriers
recombine the piezoelectric ﬁeld is restored, which results in a decrease of the
transition energy and thus in a red-shift of the photoluminescence spectra.
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Figure 6.4: Real part of the complex photoconductivity spectrum for the
multiple quantum well with a well thickness of 1.8 nm, 5 ps after photoexci-
tation. The pump ﬂuence was 0.14 mJ/cm2.
6.3.2 Time-resolved terahertz spectroscopy
The setup for these experiments is in detail described in section 2.4 and
shown in Fig. 2.5. Again 400 nm is used as pump wavelength, so with one-
photon absorption only electron-hole pairs are generated in the quantum
wells. We did not observe any signiﬁcant inﬂuence of two-photon absorption
in GaN on our experimental results.
The photoconductivity spectrum measured 5 ps after photoexcitation for
the 1.8 nm thick multiple quantum well is shown in Fig. 6.4. A relatively
low pump ﬂuence of 0.14 mJ/cm2 is used, so the built-in piezoelectric ﬁeld is
not completely screened. For the calculation of the photoconductivity from
the THz pulses a thickness of the conductive layer of 18 nm was used, which
is the combined thickness of the 10 quantum wells. Only the real part of the
complex photoconductivity σ1 is shown. The imaginary part is close to zero,
below the noise level, over the whole measured THz bandwidth. An other
indication of the very small imaginary part of the photoconductivity is that
the phase shift or time diﬀerence between the reference and the signal THz
pulse is much smaller than the time resolution of the setup. This made it
impossible to obtain a reliable measure for the imaginary part of the photo-
conductivity. The observed increased real part of the conductivity for higher
frequencies together with a very small imaginary part diﬀers from the simple
Drude conductivity measured in bulk GaAs [26], bulk n-GaN [138], n-GaN
ﬁlms [139]. For n-GaN ﬁlms also deviations from the Drude conductivity
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Figure 6.5: Photoconductivity dynamics for the 1.8 nm thick multiple quan-
tum well. Pump ﬂuences in the range 0.03-1.15 mJ/cm2 were used.
have been reported [140]. We did not observe any signiﬁcant changes in the
shape of the real part of the photoconductivity for longer pump-probe delay
times neither if a larger pump ﬂuence was used to completely screen the
piezoelectric ﬁeld.
To measure the photoconductivity decay dynamics only the peak of the
THz pulse as function of pump-probe delay time is measured. Again charge
carriers are generated by photexcitation with a 400 nm pump. Fig. 6.5 shows
the transient photoconductivity in the 1.8 nm thick InGaN/GaN multiple
quantum well for the same pump ﬂuences as used in the photoluminescence
measurements (Fig. 6.3). For the lowest pump ﬂuence, only a small diﬀer-
ence in decay rate between directly after photoexcitation and a few hundreds
ps after photoexcitation is observed. For higher pump ﬂuences this diﬀer-
ences gets larger and a nonexponential decay of the photoconductivity is
observed. An important decay mechanism in InGaN/GaN multiple quan-
tum wells is electron-hole recombination, thereby emitting a photon with an
energy equal to the eﬀective transition energy (Fig. 6.2), which depends on
the screening of the built-in piezoelectric ﬁeld. This leads to the strong pho-
toluminescence (Fig. 6.3). The electron-hole recombination rate and hence
the photoconductivity decay-rate depends on the overlap of the electron and
hole wavefunctions. At early pump-probe delay times and high pump ﬂu-
ences, the complete screening of the built-in piezoelectric ﬁeld results in a
large overlap of the electron and hole wavefunction and hence a large de-
cay rate. At later pump-probe delay times, the carrier density decreases
due to electron-hole recombination. This results in the restoration of the
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built-in piezoelectric ﬁeld, which separates the electron and hole wavefunc-
tions in space. This decreases the recombination probability and hence the
recombination rate. Because this process is highly dynamical, it result in
a nonexponential carrier density decay and hence a nonexponential photo-
conductivity decay is observed. The 2.7 nm thick and 3.6 nm thick multiple
quantum wells show a similar nonexponential decay of the photoconductivity
and are therefore not shown here. The same nonexponential decay dynamics
are also observed by time-resolved photoluminescence experiments in Al-
GaN/GaN quantum wells, where the quantum conﬁned Stark eﬀect is also
present [135]. The diﬀerence in the two techniques is that time-resolved
photoluminescence measures how much carrier recombine radiatively while
time-resolved THz spectroscopy measures the photoconductivity and thereby
is a measure for how much carriers are still left in the conduction band. That
these two diﬀerent techniques give similar result is an indication that the the
luminescence intensity and the amount of carriers in the conduction band are
strongly related. So radiative recombination is a important decay mechanism
for the photoconductivity.
An other important photoconductivity decay mechanism in many semi-
conductor materials is trapping of charge carriers into a local trap. This pro-
cess is usually much faster than electron-hole recombination, see e.g. chap-
ter 5. During the growth of InGaN/GaN quantum well small ﬂuctuation in
quantum well thickness and composition are inevitable. The variations in
quantum well thickness can act as local quantum dots, which can trap charge
carriers. The shape of these traps which has an inﬂuence on the trapping
depends on the local band structure. The local band structure depends on
the electric ﬁeld and thus on the screening. Although we do not have a clear
proof that trapping plays a role in the observed photoconductivity dynamics
it could be a possible explanation for the very fast decay at earlier times
for the highest pump ﬂuences. These decay rates which lay in the 0.1 ps−1
range are more typical for trapping in a local trap than for electron hole
recombination, see e.g. chapter 5.
The peak photoconductivity as function of pump ﬂuence for all three
quantum well thicknesses are shown in Fig. 6.6. A saturation of the peak
conductivity for higher ﬂuences is observed. This saturated one-photon ab-
sorption is typical for semiconductor nanostructures with a limited density
of states [121, 124]. For the highest pump ﬂuences the absorption decreases
due to state ﬁlling. This eﬀect is stronger than the carrier density dependent
absorption coeﬃcient. For high ﬂuences the piezoelectric ﬁeld is screened,
causing a larger overlap in space between the electron and hole wavefunc-
tions, which lead to a larger absorption coeﬃcient. Since this screening is
an instantaneous eﬀect it can occur within the duration of the ultrashort
pump pulse [120, 128], so that part of the pulse observes a higher absorp-
tion coeﬃcient. Although the thickest quantum well had the strongest THz
absorption, the absorption occurs in a thicker (36 nm) conducting layer,
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Figure 6.6: Peak of the photoconductivity as function of pump ﬂuence for
quantum well thicknesses of 1.8 nm (green squares), 2.7 nm (blue dots) and
3.6 nm (red triangles).
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Figure 6.7: Time it takes for the photoconductivity to decay to half the peak
value as function of pump ﬂuences for quantum well thicknesses of 1.8 nm
(green squares), 2.7 nm (blue dots) and 3.6 nm (red triangles).
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resulting in a lower photoconductivity than observed in the 1.8 nm thick
multiple quantum well.
To show the dependence of the decay rate on the carrier density, resulting
in a nonexponential decay of the photoconductivity, the time it takes for the
photoconductivity to decay to half of the peak value as function of pump
ﬂuence is shown in Fig. 6.7. For higher pump ﬂuences the half-decay time
gets shorter due to the initial faster decay in the screened quantum well.
Two saturation eﬀects can play a role in the observed saturation of the
decreasing half-decay times for higher pump ﬂuences. First, the increase in
the initial photoconductivity saturates due to a lower absorption at higher
pump ﬂuences (Fig. 6.6). The second is the saturation in the screening of
the piezoelectric ﬁeld as complete screening is reached. It is not clear why
the decay time of the sample with a quantum well thickness of 3.6 nm is
signiﬁcantly faster for all pump ﬂuences.
6.4 Conclusion
A nonexponential carrier density decay is observed in InGaN/GaN multi-
ple quantum wells as a result of the quantum conﬁned Stark eﬀect, caused
by the restoration of the built-in piezoelectric ﬁeld as carriers recombine.
The restoration of the built-in piezoelectric ﬁeld will separate the electron
and hole wavefunction and thereby dynamically decrease the recombination
probability. This will result in the observed slowing-down decay dynamics.
The carrier density dependency of the decay rate is also shown by the de-
crease in the half-decay time for higher pump ﬂuences. A saturation of this
decrease is observed due to a saturation of peak photoconductivity and a
saturation of the screening of the piezoelectric ﬁeld when complete screening
is reached. Time-integrated photoluminescence spectra have shown the ini-
tial screening of the built-in piezoelectric ﬁeld. The saturation in the Stark
shift shows that complete screening of the piezoelectric ﬁeld can be reached.
The THz pulses are time-resolved to obtain the THz conductivity spectrum,
which clearly diﬀers from Drude conductivity.
The quantum conﬁned Stark eﬀect plays an important role in the de-
scription of the carrier dynamics in InGaN/GaN quantum wells. However,
for a complete understanding of photoconductivity decay dynamics described
in this chapter a few questions need to be answered. For understanding the
role of carrier trapping on the carrier dynamics, knowhow about the interface
morphology is important. This can be obtained which electron microscopy.
For obtaining the morphology of the interface of a quantum well a transmis-
sion electron microscopy picture of a thin (∼10 nm) slice of the sample is
needed. If the average size and density of these ﬂuctuations is known, one can
argue if trapping is a reasonable decay path for InGaN/GaN quantum wells.
Trapping mechanisms in a InGaN/GaN quantum well gets extra complicated
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due to the built-in piezoelectric ﬁeld. The energy levels in a semiconductor
material will change if an electric ﬁeld is applied. This causes the strong
Stark shift observed in the photoluminescence. But this will oﬀ-course also
change the trapping states and hence the trapping rate.
Chapter 7
Ultrafast conductivity
dynamics in black silicon
7.1 Introduction
Black silicon is micro- or nanostructured silicon that better absorbs visi-
ble and infrared light than bulk crystalline silicon. The absorption of bulk
crystalline silicon is relatively low due to the indirect bandgap of crystalline
silicon. This limits the eﬃciency of silicon based optoelectronic devices [141].
Diﬀerent solutions to this problem have been developed, like antireﬂection
coatings [142], surface texturing [143], localized surface plasmons on silicon
nanoparticles [144], silicon nanowires [36, 145]. Surface texturing will de-
crease reﬂection losses and it can trap the light in the material due to total
internal reﬂection. Black silicon belongs to the category of surface textur-
ing. Black silicon was discovered by Jansen et al. [146], where they use dry
plasma etching to create the textured surface. Later Her et al. discovered a
diﬀerent method in producing black silicon [147]. Sharp spikes were created
on the silicon surface after irradiation with femtosecond laser pulses. The
diﬀerence in the black silicon described here is that is produced by using
nanosecond laser pulses to change the surface morphology of hydrogenated
amorphous silicon (a-Si:H) thin ﬁlms [148153]. The advantage of using
a-Si:H is that it can be grown on almost any substrate.
The important advantages of black silicon are the decreased Fresnel re-
ﬂection and the light trapping in the material, which both lead to a higher
absorption. A lot of studies concentrated on investigating the fabrication
process [146, 147, 153156] and the optical properties of black silicon [157
162]. However, a study to the dynamical properties of charge carriers in
black silicon has to the best of our knowledge not been performed. Knowl-
edge about ultrafast carrier dynamics is important for the fabrication of
electrooptic devices out of black silicon like e.g. photodetectors, switches
and solar cells [157, 159, 162]. An important question is if after laser anneal-
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ing the electronic properties are suitable for devices. For fast optical switches
and fast photodetectors a short carrier decay time is required, while for solar
cells, the carriers need to be collected to generate a large current, so a short
decay time is not an advantage. Instead a large conductivity is important.
For all these devices a large material absorption is an advantage which makes
black silicon an interesting material to investigate. In this chapter we will
describe the ultrafast photoconductivity dynamics of black silicon, produced
by laser annealing of a-Si:H ﬁlms, by time-resolved THz spectroscopy.
Special attention is taken to the inﬂuence of copper in black silicon on
the ultrafast photoconductivity dynamics. It is known that copper in doped
and undoped crystalline silicon will decrease the decay time of photoexcited
carriers [163]. So by adding copper to the black silicon we will try to control
the carrier lifetime in black silicon and make it shorter, which is an advantage
for e.g. optical switches, fast photodiodes, THz generation. An other reason
why copper is chosen is its high diﬀusivity in silicon [164]. The reason why
an high diﬀusivity is needed is because prior to laser annealing the copper
and a-Si:H are separate ﬁlms. A high diﬀusivity means that the two layers
will diﬀuse into each other faster during the laser annealing.
Earlier, the THz emission from black silicon has been studied by Hoyer
et al. [165]. We did test our samples for THz emission. The observed THz
pulses were very weak and could not compete with any conventual method of
THz generation. We decided to not give it further attention and therefore the
results are not shown here. However, it could be an interesting spectroscopy
technique to learn new properties of black silicon. Depending on which
mechanism causes the generation of THz pulses, THz emission spectroscopy
can provide information about e.g. surface ﬁelds, carrier mobility.
7.2 Samples
An undoped 500 nm a-Si:H ﬁlm was deposited on a fused silica substrate
at 220◦C by plasma-enhanced chemical vapour deposition (PECVD) in pure
silane gas at a pressure of 100 mTorr, and a ﬂow rate of 75 standard cubic
centimeters per minute (sccm) (Fig 7.1(d)). A standard RF source was used
at a frequency of 13.56 MHz and at a power of 10 W. Multiple-pulse, spot
size 8 mm by 4 mm, 20 ns KrF (248 nm) excimer laser with ﬂuences in
the range of 140-436 mJ/cm2, near to the silicon ablation threshold, was
used for irradiation of the amorphous silicon ﬁlm. The laser beam repetition
rate applied in the annealing was 25 or 50 Hz, and the a-Si:H samples were
scanned during laser annealing at a speed of 0.5 and 1 mm/s [150]. The
output laser beam passed through a specially designed optical system to
produce a so-called asymmetrical slope beam proﬁle as illustrated in Fig.
7.1(a). Along the long axis Y of the laser beam pattern, the laser ﬂuence is
uniform and has a ﬂat-top beam proﬁle (Fig. 7.1(b)). Along the short axis
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Figure 7.1: (a) Intensity proﬁle of the spatially shaped laser pulses used
for the annealing. Where green means low intensity and yellow means high
intensity. (b) Cut along the y-axis of (a), showing the ﬂat-top beam proﬁle.
(c) Cut along the x-axis of (a), showing the asymmetrical-slope beam proﬁle.
(d) Structure of the sample prior to laser annealing.
X, the laser ﬂuence has an asymmetrical-slope beam proﬁle (Fig. 7.1(d))
[151].
During laser annealing part of the amorphous silicon melts due to the
irradiation of the laser beam. When it cools down, part of the silicon will
crystalize and form microstructures on the surface. A scanning electron
microsope (SEM) was used to observe the produced surface morphology.
Figure 7.2(a) shows the a-Si:H ﬁlm prior to the laser annealing. No special
features are visible. When the sample was scanned in the positive X direction
i.e., with low energy part of the pulse as the leading edge, pillar shaped
features are formed on the surface (Fig 7.2(b). These features tend to be
blunt and are usually with a round cap on the tip. This method will be
referred as method low. The size and density of these features depends on
the annealing ﬂuence. Increasing the annealing ﬂuence leads to the growth of
larger and more structures. When the samples were scanned in the negative
X direction i.e, the high energy part of the pulse as the leading edge, sharp
conical features are formed. Fig 7.2(c) shows the typical surface morphology
of the a-Si:H ﬁlms irradiated under the condition that the high energy part of
the pulse is leading. This method will be referred as method high. Thermal
modeling of the laser processing has also been used to examine the eﬀect
of varying the laser ﬂuence and ﬁlm geometry on the heating, melting and
re-solidiﬁcation of a-Si:H ﬁlms on glass [152].
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(a)
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Figure 7.2: (a) Scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of an a-Si:H ﬁlm.
(b) SEM image of black silicon produced by laser annealing of an a-Si:H
ﬁlm, where the sample is scanned through the laser beam so that the low
intensity edge of the laser pulse came ﬁrst (method low). (c) SEM image of
black silicon produced by laser annealing of an a-Si:H ﬁlm, where the sample
is scanned through the laser beam so that the high intensity edge of the laser
pulse came ﬁrst (method high).
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Figure 7.3: (a) Broadband transmission through black silicon, produced with
method low with diﬀerent annealing ﬂuences, for visible and infrared wave-
lengths. (b) Broadband transmission through black silicon, produced with
method high with diﬀerent annealing ﬂuences, for visible and infrared wave-
lengths. The black line in both (a) and (b) is the transmission through the
untreated a-Si:H ﬁlm.
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After the a-Si:H sample is subjected to laser irradiation under the con-
ditions described above, the surface becomes black. That the samples after
annealing appear black indicate that the microstructured surface can eﬀec-
tively trap incident visible light. This is conﬁrmed by measuring the optical
transmission at visible and near-infrared wavelength through these black sil-
icon samples. The results are shown in Fig. 7.3(a) and Fig. 7.3(b), where
(a) shows the results for the samples produced with method low and (b)
for the samples produced with method high. For clarity not all measured
transmission spectra are shown. The black line in both Fig. 7.3(a) and Fig.
7.3(b) shows the transmission of the untreated a-Si:H ﬁlm. The transmission
is very high for visible and infrared wavelength (600-1100 nm). The bandgap
for amorphous silicon which is hydrogenated increases into the visible range
[166]. The oscillations come from the interference between the multiple re-
ﬂection in the a-Si:H ﬁlm. Analysis of the positions of the peaks in the
interference spectrum conﬁrms the assumed ﬁlm thickness of ∼500 nm. If
the samples are annealed with a low ﬂuence the transmission decreases. For
low ﬂuences the interference in the a-Si:H ﬁlm is still visible. By increasing
the annealing ﬂuence, the light transmission through the sample is substan-
tially reduced to less than 1%. The interference also disappears because
the transmitted intensity gets too weak to observe multiple reﬂections. If
the annealing ﬂuence is increased even further the transmission increases
again. This increase in transmission is attributed to the creation of holes in
the material. This also explains the observed constant transmission over all
measured wavelengths for high annealing ﬂuences (Fig. 7.3(b)). SEM im-
ages conﬁrm the creation of holes. Due to the incorporation of high density
impurities during laser annealing, optical absorption below the crystalline
silicon bandgap is observed. This phenomena has also been observed for
femtosecond laser annealing of crystalline silicon [167].
To get an estimate of the absorption coeﬃcient at 800 nm, which is used
as excitation wavelength in the THz spectoscopy experiments, we use a setup
shown in Fig. 7.4. The pulses travel through the hole in a paraboloidal mir-
ror like the one used in one of the terahertz spectrometers (Fig. 2.5), before
reaching the sample. By placing a power meter in diﬀerent positions, the
transmission through the sample (PMtrans), the reﬂection back through the
hole in the mirror (PMref) and the scattering collected by the paraboloidal
mirrors (PMscat) could be measured. For the estimation of the absorption
coeﬃcient, uniform scattering is assumed. The absorption coeﬃcient as func-
tion of annealing ﬂuence is shown in Fig. 7.5, where the green dots represent
the samples produced with method low and the red squares the samples pro-
duced with method high. For increasing annealing ﬂuence the absorption
increases. For the highest annealing ﬂuences the increase in the absorption
coeﬃcient saturates and an absorption coeﬃcient of 80% is estimated. The
high scattering coeﬃcient due to the microstructured surface makes an accu-
rate determination of the absorption coeﬃcient by this approach impossible.
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PMtrans
PMscat
PMref
NPBSSample
Figure 7.4: Schematic of the setup used to measure the absorption coeﬃcient.
NPBS: non-polarizer beam splitter, PMtrans: power meter to measure the
transmission through the sample, PMref: power meter to measure the direct
reﬂection from the sample, PMscat: power meter to measure the scattered
light.
Other methods like e.g. photothermal deﬂection spectroscopy could be used
to get a more accurate value of the absorption coeﬃcient [168170].
7.3 Raman spectroscopy
When the a-Si:H ﬁlm is annealed with ultraviolet laser pulses, part of the
material melts and crystallizes during the cooling process. To obtain a mea-
sure for the crystalline fraction of the diﬀerent black silicon samples, Raman
spectroscopy is performed. Raman spectroscopy is a tool to study the op-
tical phonon modes in a system [171, 172]. An incident light beam with
photon energy ~ωphoton will be scattered from a system. Besides the elastic
Rayleigh scattering which does not change the frequency of the scattered
light, the light can also be inelastically scattered by interactions with molec-
ular vibrations. The system will be in a diﬀerent vibrational state after
scattering, thereby giving (Anti-Stokes: Escattered = ~ωphoton + ~ωphonon)
or taking (Stokes Escattered = ~ωphoton − ~ωphonon) energy from the photon.
Thus the frequency of the scattered photon is shifted. This Raman-shift
can be measured and is sensitive to which molecular bond is vibrating. The
Si-Si vibrations in crystalline silicon will give rise to a sharp peak in the
measured Raman spectra, while the Si-Si bond in amorphous silicon will
give a broad peak in the Raman spectra due to the large variations in bond
lengths and orientations. This means that Raman spectroscopy is able to
distinguish between crystalline and amorphous silicon. The relative strength
of the measured Raman shifts is a measure for the crystallinity of the sample
[173176].
For the Raman measurements a Renishaw 2000 Raman microscope was
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Figure 7.5: Absorption coeﬃcient of black silicon at 800 nm for diﬀerent
annealing ﬂuence. The green dots and red squares represent the samples
produces with method low and method high respectively.
used. The excitation wavelength was 782 nm. Fig. 7.6(a) and Fig. 7.6(b)
show the normalized Raman spectra for the samples produced with method
low and method high respectively. Annealing ﬂuences between 140 and 280
mJ/cm2 were used to produce the samples. The broad peak around 480
cm−1 is caused by the vibrations of the Si-Si bonds in amorphous silicon.
The sharp peak around 518 cm−1 is caused by the vibrations of the Si-Si
bonds in crystalline silicon. By deconvoluting the two peaks and determine
their relative strength including the relative Raman cross sections, the crys-
tallinity of the samples can be obtained (Fig. 7.7). As can be seen, the crys-
tallinity increases for higher annealing ﬂuences for both production methods.
When higher annealing ﬂuences are used more of the material will melt and
crystallize. For the samples produced with method low a higher crystallinity
is measured. It is necessary to be cautious in making conclusions about the
absolute value of the crystallinity. Firstly, when higher annealing ﬂuences
are used, the absorption increases (Fig. 7.5) which means that the pene-
tration depth d of the 782 nm excitation beam decreases and possibly gets
shorter than the sample thickness. In this case the measured crystallinity
will not represent the crystallinity of the whole sample but only of the top
layer of thickness d. An other uncertainty is in the Raman cross sections.
This value depends on the average crystalline grain size [177, 178], which is
not taking into account in the presented crystallinity.
It can be seen from Fig. 7.6, that the Raman shift of the crystalline
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Figure 7.6: (a) Raman-spectra for the samples produced with method low
with an annealing ﬂuence in the range 140-280 mJ/cm2. (b) Raman-spectra
for the samples produced with method high with an annealing ﬂuence in the
range 140-280 mJ/cm2.
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Figure 7.7: Crystalline fraction of black silicon as function of annealing ﬂu-
ence obtained from the Raman spectra (Fig. 7.6). The green dots represent
the samples produced with method low and the red squares the samples
produced with method high.
peak changes when a diﬀerent annealing ﬂuence is used. Fig. 7.8 shows
the Raman shift of crystalline silicon as function of the annealing ﬂuence for
both production methods, where the green dots represent method low and
the red squares method high. A larger Raman shift for crystalline silicon at
higher annealing ﬂuences is observed for both methods. Usually a change
in the Raman shift is explained by a diﬀerent nature and level of stress
in laser processed ﬁlms [173, 179, 180]. An increase in wave number is
observed with compressive stress and a decrease with tensile stress. Stress in
a material will have an eﬀect on the electron mobility [102, 181]. However,
other explanations for the change in the Raman shift are possible. A change
in the crystalline grain size will also change the Raman shift due a phonon
conﬁnement eﬀect [182, 183].
7.4 Time-resolved terahertz spectroscopy
For the time-resolved terahertz spectroscopy measurements, the setup shown
in Fig. 2.6 is used. The transmission of the teraherz pulses through optically
excited black silicon were measured to obtain the photoconductivity spectra
as described in chapter 4. As excitation wavelength 800 nm was used, which
is absorbed in the annealed samples but not in an untreated a-Si:H ﬁlm and
neither in the fused silica substrate. The photoconductivity spectra for the
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Figure 7.8: Raman shift of the crystalline silicon in the black silicon sam-
ples as function of annealing ﬂuence. The green dots represent the samples
produced with method low and the red squares the samples produced with
method high.
sample prepared with method low with an annealing ﬂuence of 215 mJ/cm2
are shown in Fig. 7.9(a) and for the sample prepared with method high with
an annealing ﬂuence of 280 mJ/cm2 in Fig. 7.9(b). Diﬀerent pump-probe
delay times of 5, 10, 20, 50 and 150 ps were used to observe the eﬀects of
various dynamical processes on the photoconductivity. The pump ﬂuence
was 0.88 mJ/cm2. The real part of the photoconductivity has a non-zero
DC-conductivity and increases slowly with frequency, a similar conductivity
spectrum has been observed in a-SiGe:H [184], nano crystalline silicon [47],
and micro crystalline silicon [176]. The imaginary part of the photoconduc-
tivity is negative and decreases with frequency. This conductivity spectrum
shows a clearly distinguished behavior from Drude conductivity observed
in e.g. GaAs [26] and shown in Fig. 4.4. The shape of the conductivity
spectra does not change signiﬁcantly as function of pump-probe delay time.
Only the amplitude decreases for larger pump-probe delay times, which is
an indication that the main contribution to the photoconductivity dynamics
is the change in the carrier density. Also the production method does not
have a signiﬁcantly inﬂuence on the shape of the photoconductivity spec-
tra. The change in amplitude between the two samples cannot completely
be described by a diﬀerence in absorption and hence in carrier density, see
Fig. 7.5. This means that there are diﬀerences in the mobility of the carriers
between the diﬀerent samples. The smaller imaginary part compare to the
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Figure 7.9: (a) Photoconductivity spectra of black silicon at various pump-
probe delay-times, produced with method low with an annealing ﬂuence of
215 mJ/cm2. (b) Photoconductivity spectra of black silicon at various pump-
probe delay-times, produced with method high with an annealing ﬂuence of
280 mJ/cm2. A pump ﬂuence of 0.88 mJ/cm2 was used for both samples.
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real part of the conductivity validates the use of 1D-spectroscopy, which will
be described in the rest of this chapter.
Firstly, we will investigate the inﬂuence of the pump intensity and hence
the carrier density on the photoconductivity dynamics in black silicon. The
same two samples as for measuring the photoconductivity spectra were used,
i.e. method low with an annealing ﬂuence of 215 mJ/cm2 and method high
with an annealing ﬂuence of 280 mJ/cm2. Only the peak of the THz pulse
as function of pump-probe delay time was measured and the results are
shown in Fig. 7.10. For the sample produced with method low with an
annealing ﬂuence of 215 mJ/cm2, pump ﬂuences in the range of 0.0092-1.4
mJ/cm2 were used (Fig. 7.10(a)) and for the sample produced with method
high with an annealing ﬂuence of 280 mJ/cm2, pump ﬂuences in the range of
0.0046-1.3 mJ/cm2 were used (Fig. 7.10(b)). When the samples were excited
with a low pump ﬂuence the near-instantaneous rise of the photoconductivity
is followed by ﬁrst a fast decay and then a slower decay. The rise time is
limited by the time resolution of the setup. The initial fast decay component
of the photoconductivity disappears when the pump ﬂuence is increased and
a near-single exponential decay of the photoconductivity is observed for the
highest pump ﬂuences.
The peak conductivity obtained from the traces shown in Fig 7.10 as
function of pump ﬂuences are shown in Fig. 7.11, where the green dots
are for the traces from Fig. 7.10(a) (method low) and the red squares for
the traces from Fig. 7.10(b) (method high). The dependence of the peak
photoconductivity on the pump ﬂuence is linear, indicating non-saturable
single photon absorption. The diﬀerence in slope between the two samples is
like for the photoconductivity spectra caused by a diﬀerent absorption and
mobility.
To describe the change in photoconductivity dynamics as function of
pump ﬂuence, the traces shown in Fig. 7.10 are ﬁtted with a bi-exponential
decay function. The fast decay time constant as function of pump ﬂuence is
shown in Fig. 7.12(a). The green dots represent sample low - 215 mJ/cm2
and the red squares sample high - 280 mJ/cm2. In the regime of low ﬂu-
ences, left of the dotted lines in the Fig. 7.12(a), the fast component of
the decay time increases with pump ﬂuence, indicating the saturation of a
trap state. The color of the lines is used to distinguish between the two
samples. Trapping of charge carriers lead to a decrease of the photoconduc-
tivity, because carriers in a local trap are not mobile and therefore will not
longer contribute to the conductivity. Trapping is usually much faster than
electron-hole recombination. When more and more traps get occupied the
probability that an electron will be trapped will go down, which results in
a slower decay of the photoconductivity. The dotted line in Fig. 7.12(a)
indicates the point where the photoconductivity traces could no longer be
ﬁtted with a bi-exponential function. This point depends on the method and
annealing ﬂuence used in the production process. The decay time constants
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Figure 7.10: (a) Photoconductivity dynamics for the sample produced with
method low with an annealing ﬂuence of 215 mJ/cm2. Pump ﬂuences in
the range of 0.0092-1.4 mJ/cm2 were used. (b) Photoconductivity dynamics
for the sample produced with method high with an annealing ﬂuence of 280
mJ/cm2. Pump ﬂuences in the range of 0.0046-1.3 mJ/cm2 were used.
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Figure 7.11: Peak photoconductivity as function of pump ﬂuence, where the
green dots are for the sample produced with method low - 215 mJ/cm2 and
the red squares for method high - 280 mJ/cm2.
shown on the right of these lines are the single exponential decay time con-
stants. This time does not signiﬁcantly change as function of pump ﬂuence.
However, the observed decay times of ∼60 ps for sample low - 215 mJ/cm2
and ∼110 ps for sample high - 280 mJ/cm2 cannot be the electron-hole com-
bination in crystalline silicon, which takes due to the indirect bandgap much
longer.
The slow decay component of the photoconductivity dynamics is shown
in Fig. 7.12(b). The slow decay component is only plotted for the traces that
could be ﬁtted with a bi-exponential function, i.e. left of the dotted lines in
Fig. 7.12(a). The slow decay time constant does not change signiﬁcantly as
function of pump ﬂuence. The reason for the large uncertainty in the slow
decay time at higher pump ﬂuences is because the decay approaches a single
exponential decay, which will give a larger error in one of the decay time
constants of the bi-exponential decay.
For the measurements on the diﬀerent samples produced with diﬀerent
annealing ﬂuences, a relatively high pump ﬂuence of 1.3 mJ/cm2 is used.
This means that the traps causing fast decay component are saturated for
most samples. The result are shown in Fig. 7.13, where in Fig. 7.13(a)
the result for the samples produced with method low and in Fig. 7.13(b),
the samples produced with method high are shown. After the fast rise a
slower near single exponential decay is observed. There are slight deviations
from the single exponential decay behavior for the lowest annealing ﬂuences,
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Figure 7.13: (a) Photoconductivity dynamics of black silicon produced with
method low with annealing ﬂuences in the range 140-280 mJ/cm2. (b) Pho-
toconductivity dynamics of black silicon produced with method high with
annealing ﬂuences in the range 140-436 mJ/cm2. The carriers were excited
with a pump ﬂuence of 1.3 mJ/cm2.
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Figure 7.14: Peak photoconductivity as function of annealing ﬂuence, where
the green dots represent the samples produced with method low and the red
squares the samples produced with method high.
where still a fast decay component is visible at a pump ﬂuence of 1.3 mJ/cm2.
What directly can be observed is that the amplitude and decay time of the
photoconductivity depends strongly on the sample structure. The amplitude
of the obtained photoconductivity traces is relatively low compared with
e.g. the photoconductivity in bulk crystalline silicon. This usually means
that the carrier mobility is relatively low. Smaller carrier mobilities are
also observed in microcrystalline silicon 70 cm2/Vs) [176]. Furthermore, the
non-Drude conductivity behavior can also lead to a lower frequency average
photoconductivity.
To have a closer look at the inﬂuence of the laser annealing on the photo-
conductivity, we plotted the peak photoconductivity for the diﬀerent samples
(Fig. 7.14), where the green dots represent method low and the red squares
method high. First an increase in the peak photoconductivity for increasing
annealing ﬂuence is observed. For method low the maximum is reach for
the sample produced with an annealing ﬂuence of 215 mJ/cm2. For even
higher annealing ﬂuences the peak conductivity decreases. For method high,
the sample produced with an annealing ﬂuence of 280 mJ/cm2 has the high-
est peak photoconductivity. If higher annealing ﬂuence were used also for
method high the peak photoconductivity drops. This behavior can partly be
explained by the change in absorption of the 800 nm pump (Fig. 7.5). For
low annealing ﬂuences the absorption coeﬃcient follows the same trend as
the peak photoconductivity. However, for the highest annealing ﬂuences the
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Figure 7.15: Decay time of the photoconductivity obtained from single expo-
nential ﬁts to the traces shown in Fig. 7.13 as function of annealing ﬂuence.
The green dots represent the samples produced with method low and the
red squares the samples produced with method high.
absorption does not drop as much as the photoconductivity. This means that
not only the absorption but also the mobility of the charge carriers depends
on the used annealing ﬂuences. The drop in the peak photoconductivity goes
coincide with the ﬂuence where the annealing starts to damage the material
and makes holes in the a-Si:H ﬁlm.
The traces of Fig. 7.13 are ﬁtted with a single exponential decay function.
For obtaining good ﬁts it was necessary to add a constant to the exponential
function. This indicates that part of the photoconductivity does not de-
cay or decays at timescale much longer than the measuring time window of
230 ps. This is typical for electron-hole recombination in crystalline silicon.
The decay time obtained from the ﬁts are shown in Fig. 7.15, where the
green dots represent method low and the red squares method high. For the
samples produced with method low, ﬁrst an increase of the decay time for
increasing annealing ﬂuence is observed. The slowest decay is observed for
the sample with an annealing ﬂuence of 215 mJ/cm2. For higher anneal-
ing ﬂuences the decay time decreases again. Photoconductivity decay times
between 45 and 67 ps can be achieved with method low. For the samples
produced with method high, the decay time keeps increasing for increasing
annealing ﬂuence. However, the increase in decay time saturates for the
highest annealing ﬂuences. Photoconductivity decay times between 41 and
129 ps can be achieved with method high.
A possible explanation for the increase in decay time is the crystallization
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of the a-Si:H during laser annealing (Fig. 7.7). In an amorphous structure
more traps are present, which leads to a faster decay [103, 185, 186]. For
method low the crystallization saturates at high annealing ﬂuences (Fig. 7.7)
and using high annealing ﬂuence causes also the creation of more traps in
the form of dangling bonds and oxygen incorporations [153]. For method
high the crystallization does not saturate (Fig. 7.7). Here, the creation
of more traps which will decrease the decay time is not able to completely
compensate the eﬀect that increases the decay time.
An other eﬀect that can inﬂuence the decay time is stress in the ﬁlm,
which can be observed by the change in the Raman shift (Fig. 7.8) [173,
179, 180]. However, this change in the Raman shift can also be caused by
a change in the size of the crystalline grains, due to a phonon conﬁnement
eﬀect [182, 183, 187]. Since the shift in the Raman peak saturates for higher
annealing ﬂuence, stress cannot explain the decrease in decay time for higher
ﬂuence in the samples produced with method low. For lower ﬂuences, the
shift in the Raman peak is larger, which could mean a large change in the
stress of the material and hence could result in a decrease of the decay time.
Since no decrease in decay time for increasing annealing ﬂuences is observed
at low annealing ﬂuences, we speculate that the stress in the material does
not have a signiﬁcant inﬂuence on the decay time.
7.5 Eﬀects of copper
Decay times in the range of 40-130 ps is a lot shorter than the electron-hole
recombination time in bulk crystalline silicon. However, for many appli-
cation like optical switches, fast photodiodes, THz generation even shorter
decay times are required. Short decay times have been observed in radiation
damage silicon [102, 103] microcrystalline silicon [188] and nanocrystalline
silicon [176]. A common method for decreasing the decay time is introduc-
ing extra traps. To achieve that, copper is included in the black silicon
material. An advantage of using copper is the high diﬀusivity of copper in
silicon. The samples are produced in a similar way as described in section
7.2. The diﬀerence is that on top of the a-Si:H ﬁlm (Fig. 7.1) a 10 nm copper
layer is deposited. The samples are annealed with the same pulse shapes as
described in section 7.2, with both method low and method high.
To investigate what happens with the copper layer during laser annealing,
scanning electron microscopy (SEM) in combination with energy-dispersive
X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) is used [189]. The electron beam is generated by a
thermionic emission from a tungsten ﬁlament. The electrons are accelerated
with a relatively low acceleration voltage of 5 kV to avoid a large penetration
of the electrons into the fused silica substrate. The backscattered electrons
from the sample were detected by a solid state backscattered electron, large
ﬁeld, CCD camera. In addition an "Oxford Instruments" 50 mm2 X-max
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silicon drift detector was used for the EDS measurements. When an electron
collide with an atom it can, providing that the electron has enough energy to
overcome the binding energy of the electrons in the atom, ionize the atom.
The binding energy of the electrons in an atom depends on the Z-number,
which is the number of particles in the nucleus and on the electron shell.
For a lighter atom, which means a lower Z-number the binding energy of
the electrons is lower. The lowest shell, the K-shell has the highest binding
energy, followed by the L-shell, M-shell etc. When a electron is removed
from one of the shells, a vacancy is created. This vacancy will be ﬁlled by
the decay of one of the other electrons from a higher shell, thereby emitting
a photon. The most likely transition and thereby the strongest photon signal
is the Kα-line. This is the electron transition from L(2p) to K(1s), where
the L, K stands for the shell and the 2p, 1s stands for a subshell deﬁning
the azimuthal quantum number l: s means l=0 and p means l=1. Quantum
mechanical transition rules forbids the transition between L(2s) and K(1s).
The emitted photons from the Kα transitions lay in the X-ray regime of
the electromagnetic spectrum, except for hydrogen and helium, where the
binding energy is much lower. For hydrogen and helium the Kα lines lay
in the ultra-violet and can therefore not be detected with EDS. Because
every atom has a diﬀerent transition energy, it is possible to measure which
elements are present in a material by analyzing the energy of the emitted
X-ray photons. By using an acceleration voltage of 5 kV, only electrons
with a binding energy of 5 keV and lower can be removed from the atom.
The binding energy of the K-shell electrons in silicon is 1839 eV and in
copper 8979 eV [190]. This means that for copper the strong Kα cannot be
measured. However, it is still possible to detect the weaker Lα line, which is
the transition from M(3p) to L(2s). The binding energy for L-shell electrons
in copper is 1096.7 eV [190].
A SEM picture of the sample produced with method low with an anneal-
ing ﬂuence of 233 mJ/cm2 is shown in Fig. 7.16(a). Most of the features on
the surface have a nice rounded shape like in the case of black silicon with-
out copper (Fig. 7.2(b)). Also one large irregular shaped feature is visible.
By using EDS, the diﬀerent elements present in the material are detected
(Fig 7.16(b)). Except silicon and copper also oxygen and carbon were de-
tected. The hydrogen present in the amorphous silicon cannot be detected
with EDS. For every element the concentration was measured and mapped
over the same area as Fig. 7.16(a). Fig. 7.16(c) shows the map of the silicon
concentration. A higher silicon concentration, almost pure silicon, outside
the structures was measured. This does not mean that there is more silicon
present outside the structures. The concentration in the structure is lower
because there are other elements present. Note that this method cannot dis-
tinguish between amorphous and crystalline silicon. Fig. 7.16(d) shows the
map of the copper concentration. After annealing, the copper does not longer
form a uniform ﬁlm but is mainly present at the structures. A higher copper
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Figure 7.16: Scanning electron microscope (SEM) picture of black silicon
including copper produced with method low with a annealing ﬂuence of 233
mJ/cm2. (b) Sum spectra over the whole area visible in (a), obtained with
energy-dispersive x-ray spectroscopy (EDS). (c) Map of the silicon concentra-
tion of the same area as shown in (a). (d) Map of the copper concentration.
(e) Map of the oxygen concentration. (f) Combination of (d) and (e) where
the copper concentration is shown in yellow and the oxygen concentration is
shown in blue.
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concentration in the nice rounded shaped structures is observed compare to
the irregular shaped structure. It is not possible from these measurement to
see in what form the copper is present at the microstructures (e.g. thin ﬁlm
on the surface of the structure, nanoclusters inside the structure, uniform
distribution). Fig. 7.16(e) shows the map for the oxygen concentration. A
higher oxygen concentration is observed in the irregular shaped structure.
One can speculate that the present of oxygen during the growth has an im-
portant inﬂuence on the shape of the structures. The map for carbon was
uniform and not shown here. Fig. 7.16(f) is a combination of Fig. 7.16(d)
and Fig. 7.16(e), where a color code is used to distinguish between copper
(yellow) and oxygen (blue).
Optical pump-terahertz probe measurements are performed on the black
silicon samples containing copper produced with diﬀerent annealing ﬂuences.
The carriers were excited with a pump wavelength of 800 nm and a ﬂuence of
1.9 mJ/cm2. The samples produced with method low with annealing ﬂuences
in the range 140-383 mJ/cm2 are shown in Fig. 7.17(a) and the samples
produced with method high with annealing ﬂuences in the range 140-383
mJ/cm2 are shown in Fig. 7.17(b). The peak at 22 ps is caused by a reﬂection
of the pump beam. Immediately two diﬀerences from the photoconductivity
dynamics of black silicon without copper (Fig. 7.13) are visible. Firstly,
the decay is no longer near-single exponential. A relatively high annealing
ﬂuence of 1.9 mJ/cm2 is used, so it cannot come from the same trap which
caused the observed fast component in the photoconductivity dynamics in
black silicon without copper when a low pump ﬂuence was used. This means
that the copper introduces extra traps, which creates an alternative decay
path for the charge carriers. The second diﬀerence is that the decay is much
faster than for black silicon without copper.
The peak photoconductivity for the black silicon samples with copper
is shown in Fig. 7.18. The copper does not seem to have a noticeable
eﬀect on the peak conductivity. The values are of the same order as for the
samples without copper (Fig. 7.14). Diﬀerences in the absorption coeﬃcient
between the diﬀerent samples can again explain for a large part the observed
diﬀerences in the peak photoconductivity. Although not completely, so the
mobility of the electrons in not the same for all the samples. It is not clear
why the sample produced with method high - 246 mJ/cm2 has a much higher
peak photoconductivity than the other samples.
The decay of the photoconductivity traces (Fig. 7.17) are ﬁtted with bi-
exponential decay functions. The obtained decay time constants are plotted
in Fig. 7.19, where (a) shows the fast decay time constant as function of
annealing ﬂuence and (b) shows the slow decay time constant as function
of annealing ﬂuence. In both ﬁgures the green dots represent the samples
produced with method low and the red squares the samples produced with
method high. For the fast component of the photoconductivity decay dy-
namics (Fig. 7.17), decay times between 1.8 and 7.5 ps have been observed.
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Figure 7.17: (a) Photoconductivity dynamics of black silicon containing cop-
per produced with method low with annealing ﬂuences in the range 140-383
mJ/cm2. (b) Photoconductivity dynamics of black silicon containing copper
produced with method high with annealing ﬂuences in the range 140-436
mJ/cm2. The carriers were excited with a pump ﬂuence of 1.9 mJ/cm2.
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Figure 7.18: Peak photoconductivity as function of annealing for black silicon
including copper, where the green dots represent the samples produced with
method low and the red squares the samples produced with method high.
If we compare that with the 41-129 ps decay times of the black silicon samples
without copper, it is evident that including copper will lead to fast trapping
of photoexcited carriers. The photoconductivity decay time is decreased by
at least an order of magnitude.
It is known that copper doping of silicon will create deep impurity lev-
els inside the bandgap which can act as recombination centers [191]. A
decrease in recombination time has been observed for copper doped silicon
[192]. Although from the times observed here 1.8-7.5 ps it is clear that this
is not electron-hole recombination. These fast decay times observed in time-
resolved THz spectroscopy measurements are usually caused by trapping of
electrons into a nonconductive state [121]. Since copper in silicon act as an
acceptor [193], it is more likely it will trap holes, which has a lower contribu-
tion to the photoconductivity due to their higher eﬀective mass. Besides it is
not certain that we may describe the copper incorporations as doping. The
original samples before annealing, contains a 10 nm copper layer on a 500
nm a-Si:H layer. This means that the thickness of the copper layer is 2 %
of the thickness of the a-Si:H layer. Although annealing can remove some of
the material, the total copper concentration after annealing is much higher
then regular doping concentrations (∼ 0.01 ppm) [194].
The slow component of the photoconductivity (Fig. 7.19) increases for
higher annealing ﬂuences for both production methods. For the samples
produced with method low, decay times between 11 and 33 ps are observed.
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Figure 7.19: (a) Fast decay time of the photoconductivity obtained from dou-
ble exponential ﬁts to the traces shown in Fig. 7.17 as function of annealing
ﬂuence. (b) Slow decay time of the photoconductivity obtained from double
exponential ﬁts to the traces shown in Fig. 7.17 as function of annealing
ﬂuence. The green dots represent the samples produced with method low
and the red squares for the samples produced with method high.
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Figure 7.20: Peak conductivity of black silicon with copper as function of
annealing ﬂuence. A pump ﬂuence of 0.18 mJ/cm2 was used. The dotted
lines are guides to the eye.
For the samples produced with method high the photoconductivity decay
times are a little longer (16-62 ps). Also the slow decay is still faster than
the decay for black silicon without copper (41-129 ps). So it is too simple
to say that the copper only introduces extra traps, because the copper has
apparently also an inﬂuence on the slow component of the photoconductivity
decay. A possible explanation for the observed double exponential decay
dynamics is the trapping of both electrons and holes is observed, where
the fast decay corresponds to the trapping of electrons and the slow decay
corresponds to the trapping of holes. Copper creates deep traps in silicon,
which makes it more likely that both carriers can be trapped than in the case
of regular p- or n-doping. One of the eﬀects that can be responsible for the
increase in decay time for higher annealing ﬂuences is the higher crystallinity.
Although no direct measurement on the crystallinity of the black silicon with
copper samples were performed, it can be assumed that here the a-Si:H layer
will also crystallize during annealing. However, this does not have to occur
with the same rate. We do not know what the inﬂuence of the copper is on
the crystallization of the amorphous silicon layer.
To further investigate the inﬂuence of copper on the ultrafast conductiv-
ity dynamics, copper ﬁlms with diﬀerent thicknesses were deposited on the
a-Si:H ﬁlm prior to laser annealing. Copper ﬁlm thicknesses of 5, 15 and 25
nm were used. The production of black silicon by laser annealing was done
as described in Sec. 7.2. All samples were pumped with a ﬂuence of 0.18
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Figure 7.21: (a) Fast decay time as function of annealing ﬂuence for the
samples produced with method low with copper layer thicknesses of 5, 15
and 25 nm. (b) Slow decay time as function of annealing ﬂuence for the
samples produced with method low with copper layer thicknesses of 5, 15
and 25 nm.
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Figure 7.22: Fast decay time as function of annealing ﬂuence for the samples
produced with method high with copper layer thicknesses of 5, 15 and 25
nm. (b) Slow decay time as function of annealing ﬂuence for the samples
produced with method high with copper layer thicknesses of 5, 15 and 25
nm.
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mJ/cm2. The photoconductivity traces (not shown here) show the typical
bi-exponential decay for black silicon with copper (Fig. 7.17). The peak
photoconductivity as function of annealing ﬂuence for the samples produced
with both method low and high and for the three diﬀerent copper layer thick-
nesses are shown in Fig. 7.20. The dotted lines are guides to the eye. The
peak conductivity as function of pump ﬂuences shows similar behavior as
other black silicon samples, where the highest peak conductivity is observed
when the samples were produced with an intermediate annealing ﬂuence. A
lower peak photoconductivity than for the samples with a 10 nm thick cop-
per layer (Fig. 7.18) was observed because a much lower pump ﬂuence was
used.
From ﬁts with a bi-exponential decay function to the photoconductivity
dynamics traces, the fast and slow decay time constants are obtained. Fig.
7.21(a) and (b) show respectively the fast and slow decay time as function of
annealing ﬂuence for the samples produced with method low. Fig. 7.22(a)
and (b) shows respectively the fast and slow decay times as function of
annealing ﬂuence for the samples produced with method high. Similar decay
times for both the fast and slow component as for the samples with a 10 nm
thick copper layer are observed. Changing the copper layer thicknesses has
not a signiﬁcant inﬂuence on the decay time. The shortest decay times are
observed for the sample with a 15 nm thick copper layer. It seems like that
around 10-15 nm there is an optimum for obtaining the shortest decay times.
Both thinner and thicker copper layers will give slower dynamics. However,
the limited number of diﬀerent copper layer thicknesses together with the
relatively small changes prevent any solid conclusions about how the amount
of copper inﬂuence the decay dynamics.
7.6 X-ray diﬀraction spectroscopy
The crystallinity of black silicon was determined with Raman spectroscopy
(Sec. 7.3). An other common measurement technique for determining the
crystallinity of a sample is X-ray diﬀraction spectroscopy [195197]. The
transmission of a X-ray beam through a sample is measured and recorded
on a X-ray sensitive photographic plate. The X-ray beam is generated in the
same way as described in section 7.5, where high energy electrons remove
electrons out of the K-shell of copper. The strong Kα-line of copper corre-
spond to a wavelength of 1.542 Å. At this wavelength, comparable with the
distance between the atoms, the scattering depends strongly on the orienta-
tion and distance between the atoms according to Bragg's law:
2d sin[θ] = nλ, (7.1)
where d is the distance between the lattice planes, θ is the scattering angle,
λ is the wavelength of the light and n is a positive integer. An amorphous
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structure will result in a broad scattering range, while a crystalline struc-
ture will have a well deﬁned scattering angle. By recording the transmitted
X-ray on a photographic plate, the scattering angles can be obtained. This
photographic plate contains erbium atoms, that will be excited by the X-ray
photons to a metastable state. By illuminating the plate after the measure-
ment, the population of excited atoms can be measured and hence the X-ray
diﬀraction pattern. A crystalline structure will appear as a single dot on
the plate, while an amorphous structure will show a broad band diﬀraction
pattern. A micro- or nanocrystalline structure or a powder where the crys-
talline regions have random orientations, the diﬀraction angle will be well
deﬁned, but the direction will be random. So this will be observed as a ring.
The most X-ray photons will not be scattered, so it is necessary to block the
direct transmitted X-ray beam and prevent saturation of the plate.
An important parameter for calculating the scattering angle, which de-
pends on the lattice structure, is the distance between the sample and the
detector plate. To accurate determine this distance a test sample with known
scattering angle is used. As a test sample a powder of silver behenate
(AgC22H43O2) is used. The diﬀraction pattern is shown in Fig. 7.23(a).
The rings are caused by the scattering from the crystalline powder. Also
visible is the shadow of the beam stop, which blocks the unscattered X-ray
beam. To obtain the diﬀraction angle, the signal is integrated over all direc-
tion to obtain the scattered intensity as function of distance to the center of
Fig. 7.23(a). The center of Fig. 7.23(a) as well as the shadow of the beam
block is left out in the integration. When the distance from the sample to
the detector plate is known the distance to the center can be calculated into
a scattering angle. In practise the signal is measured at two times the scat-
tering angle 2θ. The result for silver behenate is shown in Fig. 7.23(b). By
comparing the positions of the peaks with the known positions, a sample-
detector distance of 124 mm was obtained. This distance is used in the X-ray
diﬀraction measurements on black silicon.
Due to the fused silica substrate, which is an amorphous material the
black silicon samples used in the other experiments are not suitable for X-ray
diﬀraction spectroscopy. Therefore black silicon on 100 µm thick sapphire
substrates were used for the X-ray diﬀraction measurements. The sample
were produced in the same way as described in Sec. 7.2. Only method high
was used and no copper was deposited on the a-Si:H ﬁlms. Fig. 7.24(a)
shows the X-ray diﬀraction pattern of black silicon produced with method
high with an annealing ﬂuence of 280 mJ/cm2. An averaging technique
is used to make the scattering from the crystalline planes better visible.
The ring is caused by the diﬀraction from crystalline silicon. The second
order diﬀraction ring is also visible. The spots at large scattering angle
(far from the center) that does not form a closed ring is from a crystalline
structure with a preferred orientation. Thus this is most likely caused by
diﬀraction from the sapphire substrate. From the diﬀraction pattern the
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Figure 7.23: (a) X-ray diﬀraction pattern of silver behenate. (b) Scattered
intensity as function of 2θ of silver behenate, where θ is the scattering angle.
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Figure 7.24: (a) X-ray diﬀraction pattern of black silicon produced with
method high with an annealing ﬂuence of 280 mJ/cm2. (b) Scattered inten-
sity as function of 2θ of black silicon produced with method high with an
annealing ﬂuence of 280 mJ/cm2. θ is the scattering angle.
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Figure 7.25: (a) Normalized photoconductivity dynamics for black silicon
produced with method high with an annealing ﬂuence of 280 mJ/cm2 on a
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intensity as function of 2θ is calculated and shown in Fig. 7.24(b). The
large peak at 28.5 degrees correspond to crystalline silicon. The small peak
at approximately 47 degree is the second order diﬀraction. The peak at 34
degrees comes from a single high intensity point in Fig. 7.24(a) and the
observed angle could not be linked to any element that could be present in
black silicon. The fact that it is only a single point suggest that it is noise and
not due to scattering of a crystalline structure. The broadband background
is scattering from any amorphous material. It is not possible with X-ray
diﬀraction to distinguish between diﬀerent amorphous materials. To obtain
a measure for the crystallinity of the sample, the integrated intensity from
the silicon peaks are compared with the integrated intensity of the broadband
background. A crystalline fraction of 2% is obtained. For samples produced
with a lower annealing ﬂuence even lower crystalline fraction are measured.
This is signiﬁcantly lower than the values obtained with Raman spectroscopy.
It is not clear why such a low crystallinity is measured.
Besides the X-ray diﬀraction also time-resolved THz spectroscopy on the
black silicon on sapphire substrates is performed. Fig. 7.25(a) shows the
normalized photoconductivity as function of pump-probe delaytime for the
sample produced with an annealing ﬂuence of 280 mJ/cm2 (red line). A
pump ﬂuence of 0.19 mJ/cm2 was used. The black line in Fig. 7.25(a) shows
the normalized photoconductivity dynamics of the black silicon produced
with the same method and ﬂuence but on a fused silica substrate. Two clear
diﬀerence are observed. Firstly, a clear deviation from the near single expo-
nential decay for the black silicon on fused silica is observed for black silicon
on sapphire. Secondly, the rise of the photoconductivity upon optical excita-
tion is much slower in the case of a sapphire substrate, see Fig. 7.25(b). We
do not know what causes these diﬀerence and what inﬂuence the substrate
has on the growth process. But these results show that a direct comparison
between black silicon samples on diﬀerent substrates must be carried out
with great caution.
7.7 Conclusion
We showed the photoconductivity dynamics of black silicon, produced by
laser annealing of a-Si:H ﬁlms. The change in amplitude of the photocon-
ductivity for diﬀerent annealing ﬂuences and method can for a large part be
explained by a change in absorption of the 800 nm pump beam, supported
by measurements of the transmission and absorption. However, changes in
mobility need to be included to explain the change completely. The obtained
photoconductivities are relatively low compared to bulk silicon, which is not
so good for solar cells. A low conductivity causes that the high absorption
and thus the generation of a lot of charge carriers in black silicon will not re-
sult in a high output current. However, this does not mean that black silicon
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Figure 7.26: Photoconductivity decay time constants for black silicon pro-
duced with method high. The red dots are the decay time constant for black
silicon without copper, the green squares are the fast decay time constant
for black silicon with copper and the blue triangles are the slow decay time
constants for black silicon with copper. The black lines are ﬁts with an
exponential function.
cannot be used at all for solar cells. If it is combined with other materials
with better transport properties it still might be valuable. We also do not
no if other fabrication processes like etching or laser annealing of crystalline
silicon will lead to diﬀerent optoelectronic properties. For other applications
like fast photodetectors a high photoconductivity is less important.
Black silicon without copper has a double exponential decay behavior for
low pump ﬂuences. When the pump ﬂuence is increased, the fast component
of the decay gets slower and eventually disappears. For high pump ﬂuences,
the photoconductivity decays near-single exponential. The increase in the
decay time constant for higher annealing ﬂuences can be explained by crys-
tallization of the a-Si:H ﬁlm, supported by Raman spectroscopy data. The
observed decrease of decay time for the highest annealing ﬂuence in the case
the samples were produced with method low can have diﬀerent causes, like
a change of stress in the sample or an increase of the number of traps. We
explained that the latter one is more likely.
When copper is included in black silicon, the photoconductivity decay
changes from near-single exponential to double exponential, indicating that
copper introduces an extra decay path for the charge carriers. The pho-
toconductivity decay times gets signiﬁcantly shorter by introducing copper
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into the black silicon samples. Decay times as short as 1.8-7.5 ps has been
observed, depending on the annealing ﬂuence and method used during the
production. The amplitude of the photoconductivity for the samples with
copper is the same order of magnitude as the amplitude of the photoconduc-
tivity of the samples without copper. So adding copper to black silicon has
not a large inﬂuence on the absorption of the 800 nm pump and the carrier
mobility. A summary of the photoconductivity decay time constant for black
silicon produced with method high is shown in Fig. 7.26, where the red dots
are the decay time constants for black silicon without copper and the green
squares and blue triangles are the fast and slow decay time constants for
black silicon with copper respectively. The black lines are exponential ﬁts.
For black silicon with copper the increase in decay time with increasing an-
nealing ﬂuence follows this exponential trend reasonable. While the for the
samples without copper the increase in decay time for increasing annealing
ﬂuence is sublinear. We showed that the amount of copper does not have
a large inﬂuence on the copper photoconductivity decay time. The shortest
decay times are observed for the intermediate copper layer thickness of 15
nm.
The measurements in this chapter show that it is possible to produce
black silicon with diﬀerent absorption coeﬃcients and diﬀerent carrier life-
times, by changing the annealing ﬂuence or the production method. This
means that it is possible to control some material properties during the
production and design the black silicon to the requirements. However, the
measurements described in this chapter also show the limitations. There is
not one clear best method. For achieving a high absorption, a high anneal-
ing ﬂuence should be used, just below the damaging threshold. For method
low this is at 215 mJ/cm2 and for method high this is at 280 mJ/cm2. For
obtaining a high photoconductivity, method high is preferable, because with
method high about 50% higher photoconductivities can be obtained. If a
short decay time is not required then a high annealing ﬂuence is the best.
But higher annealing ﬂuence especially for method high also result in longer
decay times. The shortest decay times are obtained for the lowest annealing
ﬂuences, also when copper is added. The problem with the lowest annealing
ﬂuence of 140 mJ/cm2 is that it is still mainly amorphous silicon and the
visible and infrared absorption is low.
The time-resolved THz spectroscopy experiments on black silicon gave
a good idea on the carrier dynamics involved in photoexcited black silicon.
However, a complete and detailed picture is not obtained. One important
problem is that there is not a detailed image of the structure. We know
how the structures look like and how large they are from the SEM images
and we know that the silicon crystallizes during laser annealing from the
Raman spectroscopy experiments. However, we do not know which part of
the structure is crystalline silicon and which part is still amorphous. Since
the absorption and carrier dynamics in crystalline silicon and amorphous
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silicon is diﬀerent, the carrier transport from one area to an other can be
an important parameter in the photoconductivity dynamics. Therefore it
is important to know the exact location of these areas. To obtain infor-
mation about the crystalline and amorphous domains, transmission electron
microscopy is needed. The complication is that for transmission electron
microscopy, a thin (∼10 nm) slice of the structure need to be prepared. For
the black silicon with copper exist the same problem. It is known from the
SEM with EDS images that the copper is mainly present in the structures,
but not where in or at the structure. Again transmission electron microscopy
could give this information.
In the attempt to obtain shorter decay times copper was used because of
the high diﬀusivity in silicon and because it was known that copper in bulk
silicon leads to shorter carrier lifetimes. We showed that copper in black
silicon also results in shorter carrier lifetimes. However, there is no proof
that adding copper to black silicon results in the best material properties
in terms of short carrier lifetime, visible and infrared light absorption and
high photoconductivity. So it can be interesting to try an other dopant, like
e.g. Lithium, which also leads to the creation of deep traps and has a high
diﬀusivity in silicon.
An important reason to produce black silicon by annealing amorphous
silicon, is that amorphous silicon can easily be deposited on any substrate.
However, a diﬀerence in the photoconductivity dynamics between black sili-
con on fused silicon and on sapphire is measured. To make conclusions about
the inﬂuence of the substrate on the production of black silicon more experi-
ments on black silicon on sapphire are needed, like SEM images and Raman
spectroscopy. Then a direct comparison of the structures can be made which
might explain the diﬀerent photoconductivity dynamics.
Chapter 8
Conclusions and Outlook
The main topic of this thesis is time-resolved terahertz spectroscopy on semi-
conductor nanostructures. The aim was to study the ultrafast carrier dy-
namics in these semiconductor nanostructures. This thesis describes ex-
periments on InGaAs/GaAs quantum dots, InGaN/GaN multiple quantum
wells and black silicon, which is microstructured silicon. In an experiment
charge carriers are excited with an optical pulse and are probed by measuring
the transmission of a THz pulse. The advantage of using optical pump-THz
probe spectroscopy is that the THz pulse is absorbed by "free" carriers. THz
spectroscopy is a direct probe for the photoconductivity. So by measuring
the transmission of a THz pulse for diﬀerent pump-probe delay times, the
photoconductivity dynamics can be studied. In many situations the carrier
mobility does not change or changes only a little compare to the change
in excited carrier density. In these situations, which are also shown in this
thesis, THz spectroscopy can be used to directly study the ultrafast carrier
dynamics. In particular the trapping of carriers into a localized state can be
directly observed by an increase in the THz transmission, because localized
carriers do not contribute to the photoconductivity.
Time-resolved terahertz spectroscopy can also be used to measure the
frequency resolved THz conductivity. This thesis also include some mea-
surement of the frequency resolved THz conductivity, partly because this
measurement is required to validate the "1D-spectroscopy" method, where
only the peak of the THz pulse is measured. This "1D-spectroscopy method,
which is used to measure the photoconductivity dynamics, is the main topic
of this thesis and therefore the experimental setups are designed for this
purpose. The use of BNA as generation crystal and a 2-mm thick ZnTe
as detection crystal result in a large amplitude of the measured THz pulse,
but the bandwidth (0.3-2.5 THz) is relatively small. When only the peak
of the THz pulse is measured the bandwidth is not important and a higher
amplitude of the measured THz pulse will lead to a higher signal to noise
ratio.
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InGaAs/GaAs quantum dots
The ﬁrst studied semiconductor nanostructures are InGaAs/GaAs quantum
dots. As sample an InGaAs/GaAs quantum dot semiconductor saturable
absorber mirror is used. Two experiments are performed. In the ﬁrst exper-
iment carriers are excited into the GaAs barrier layer with a 800 nm pump
and the photoconductivity is measured with a THz probe pulse. After the
instantaneous rise of the photoconductivity, limited by the time resolution
of the setup a fast decay followed by a very long-lived part of the photo-
conductivity is observed. The fast decay of a few picoseconds is due to the
trapping of charge carriers into the nonconducting quantum dots. The con-
stant long-lived part of the photoconductivity is attributed to carriers excited
in the type-II Al0.9Ga0.1As Bragg reﬂector. Here, the electrons and holes are
trapped in diﬀerent part of the semiconductor and this separation result in
a very low recombination probability. We showed that the trapping time
of charge carriers into the quantum dot increases for larger pump ﬂuence,
which is attributed to state ﬁlling of the quantum dots states.
In the second experiment charge carriers are directly excited into the
quantum dot ground state with a 1024 nm pump. A slow rise of the photo-
conductivity after excitation is observed which peaks after 35 ps and followed
with a slow decay. The slow increase in photoconductivity is explained by
the release of carriers from the nonconducting quantum dot states to the con-
ducting states in the wetting layer and barrier. After 35 ps the electron-hole
recombination in the conducting states starts dominating, which causes the
decay of the photoconductivity. The peak photoconductivity as function of
pump ﬂuence follows a saturable absorption function with a saturation ﬂu-
ence of 42± 6 µJ/cm2. This value is comparable with measured saturation
ﬂuences in other quantum dot saturable absorber mirrors.
A simple rate equation model including only two states namely the quan-
tum dot state and the conducting state explains the observed slow increase
in the photoconductivity and the following slow decay. The release of car-
riers from the quantum dot to the conducting states, the trapping from the
conducting states to the quantum dot states and the recombination in both
states are included in the model. The model fails to explain the behavior in
the ﬁrst few ps after optical excitation. Where in the model the photocon-
ductivity increases smoothly, in the measurements a kink is visible. For a
detailed description the model needs to be extended. The conducting layer
needs to be split up in the wetting layer and the barrier state, because the
carrier mobility is diﬀerent in these two states. So they will have a diﬀerent
contribution to the photoconductivity. Furthermore, all processes are tem-
perature and carrier density dependent while in the model only state ﬁlling
is taken into account in calculating the trapping time.
An important next step is to do a temperature dependent study, which
can give important information about the physical process that causes the
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release of carriers from the quantum dots to the conducting states. One
physical process that could cause the release is thermal excitation. This
process is strongly temperature dependent and disappears at liquid helium
temperatures. An other possible process, carrier-carrier scattering is less
temperature sensitive. So by measuring the THz transmission of excited
quantum dots at liquid helium temperatures, the two processes could be
distinguished.
Also not included in the experiments described in this thesis is the ex-
change of carriers between diﬀerent quantum dot states. The used THz
pulses have not enough energy to make a transition between diﬀerent quan-
tum dot states. However, if a larger bandwidth is used so that this tran-
sition can be made, also the inter quantum dot dynamics can be studied.
When carriers are excited to the quantum dot ground state a dip in the
THz transmission will be observed at the frequency that correspond to the
energy diﬀerence between the quantum dot ground state and the quantum
dot excited states. When carriers are excited to these excited states the THz
absorption will go down due to state ﬁlling and a higher THz transmission
is observed.
InGaN/GaN multiple quantum wells
InGaN/GaN multiple quantum wells are subject to a built-in piezoelectric
ﬁeld. The carrier dynamics in such a system are described by the quantum
conﬁned Stark eﬀect, where the transition energy and probability depends
on the excited carrier density due to the screening of the piezoelectric ﬁeld.
We showed that the quantum conﬁned Stark eﬀect has also consequences for
the photoconductivity dynamics. A nonexponential decay of the photocon-
ductivity is observed, which is attributed to the restoration of the initially
screened built-in piezoelectric ﬁeld as the carriers recombine. The built-in
piezoelectric ﬁeld is screened by excited electron-hole pairs, which due to
the electric ﬁeld form dipoles. The initially screened piezoelectric ﬁeld result
in a high recombination rate due the large overlap of the electron and hole
wavefunctions. When carriers recombine the piezoelectric ﬁeld is restored
and the recombination rate goes down due the separation of the electron
and hole wavefunctions. The dependence of the decay rate on the excited
carrier density is also shown by the longer half decay time for lower pump
ﬂuences.
Further investigation is needed on the inﬂuence of carrier trapping on
the photoconductivity decay dynamics in InGaN/GaN multiple quantum
well. Trapping of carriers into localized state might explain the observed
initial fast decay rate which lay in the 0.1 ps−1 regime. Localized states
can be formed by changes in the quantum well thickness and compound
ﬂuctuations. Changes in quantum well thicknesses can result in the creation
of a local quantum dot which can trap carriers. An extra complication is
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that the quantum conﬁned Stark eﬀect can have an eﬀect on the carrier
trapping. To gain information about these traps the morphology need to be
known. Transmission electron microscopy can give information about the
local diﬀerences in quantum well thickness.
When carriers are excited in the quantum wells, the screening of the
piezoelectric ﬁeld will also result in the generation of acoustic waves. There
are several phenomena where the THz waves and acoustic waves could be
combined in the same experiments, which is interesting to study. These
eﬀects if measurable are very weak and a better signal to noise ratio is re-
quired. Firstly, directly after optical excitation the multiple quantum well
superlattice structure will start vibrating at THz frequencies, because the
strain which causes the built-in piezoelectric ﬁeld is released when the piezo-
electric ﬁeld is screened. This vibration will rearrange the individual atoms
and thereby modulate the piezoelectric ﬁeld. The photoconductivity decay
rate depends on the piezoelectric ﬁeld, so a modulation of this piezoelectric
ﬁeld due to the vibrating supperlattice could potentially be measured with
time-resolved THz spectroscopy. The vibrating lattice will launch a traveling
acoustic wave into the material. When the piezoelectricity is constant the
traveling acoustic wave will not generate a polarization current. However,
when an interface or a surface where the sign of the acoustic wave is ﬂipped
a polarization current will be generated which leads to the radiation of an
electromagnetic wave with the same frequencies as the acoustic wave. Since
in the acoustic wave frequencies up to the THz regime are generated, THz
electromagnetic waves could be generated from the acoustic wave.
Black silicon
Laser annealing of a-Si:H ﬁlms lead to the formation of microstructures on
the surface. Optical transmission experiments show that the visible and
infrared light absorption is signiﬁcantly increased when higher annealing ﬂu-
ences are used. During annealing the amorphous silicon crystallizes. This
is supported by Raman spectroscopy experiments on the black silicon sam-
ples. The photoconductivity decay dynamics is measured by time-resolved
THz spectroscopy. Two diﬀerent pulse shaped are used in the annealing
and we show that both the pulse shape and the annealing ﬂuence have a
large inﬂuence on the amplitude of the photoconductivity and on the decay
time. A pump ﬂuence dependent study showed a change in photoconductiv-
ity dynamics as more carriers are excited. For low pump ﬂuences a double
exponential decay is observed. When the pump ﬂuence is increased the fast
decay component gets slower and eventually disappears, indicating the sat-
uration of a trap state. For high pump ﬂuences a single exponential decay
is observed.
On part of the samples a copper ﬁlm was deposited on the a-Si:H layer
prior to laser annealing. We showed that laser annealing result again in the
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formation of microstructures, where the copper is mainly situating in or at
the microstructures. The time-resolved THz spectroscopy experiments show
that adding copper to black silicon results in a much fast and double expo-
nential decay of the photoconductivity. The change from single to double
exponential decay together with the shorter carrier lifetime, indicates that
the copper creates an extra decay path for the photoexcited carriers. The
ability of decreasing the carrier lifetime in black silicon signiﬁcantly to a few
ps by adding copper to the material makes it potentially interesting for a
wider range of applications like fast photodiode, optical switches and THz
generation, where a short carrier lifetime is a key parameter.
For a complete understanding of the ultrafast carrier dynamics detailed
knowledge about the structures is important. Now only the shape and size of
structures is known and some idea about the total crystallinity of the sam-
ples. For a better explanation of the measured photoconductivity, knowl-
edge about the size and distribution of crystalline and amorphous domains
is required. This information can be obtained from transmission electron
microscopy images of a thin (∼10 nm thick) slice of the sample. Trans-
mission electron microscopy in combination with energy dispersive X-ray
spectroscopy can also reveal the exact location of the copper in or at the
structures.
A large part of the experiments on black silicon involved the quest for
obtaining shorter carrier lifetimes, which was achieved by adding copper.
Copper was added because it was known that copper decreases the carrier
lifetime in bulk silicon and because the diﬀusivity of copper in silicon is
high. However, copper might not be the only solution to achieve shorter
carrier lifetimes. So adding other materials to black silicon might result in
interesting properties.
An other aspect that needs further investigation is the inﬂuence of the
substrate. One of the large advantage of the present production process of
black silicon is that it can be deposited on a wide variety of substrates. At
ﬁrst it is assumed that the substrate has no inﬂuence on the production of
black silicon. However, we measured diﬀerent photoconductivity dynamics
of black silicon on fused silica and black silicon on sapphire. Also the in-
formation extracted from the X-ray transmission spectroscopy experiments,
measured on a sapphire substrate, contradicts the Raman spectroscopy re-
sults, measured on a fused silica substrate. One of the experiments that can
give more information is Raman spectroscopy on black silicon on sapphire
substrate. So that a direct comparison of the crystallinity of the sample can
be made instead of via diﬀerent experiments.
It is mentioned very shortly that black silicon can be used for generating
THz radiation, but that it was very weak. However, improvements can be
made. One idea is to built an antenna structure on the black silicon and
generate the THz radiation by using it as a photoconductive switch. For the
photoconductive switch a short carrier lifetime is beneﬁcial, so black silicon
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with copper would be a good candidate.
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